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ABSTRACT
Magnet schools are one kind of rapidly developing 
alternative in public education. Because of increasing 
financial woes and decreasing enrollments in schools, how­
ever, innovations in education must prove themselves in 
terms of students' achievement and development.
The purpose of this study was to determine the dif­
ferences between students who attended a magnet middle 
school and those who attended neighborhood middle schools 
with respect to selected academic achievement and self 
concept factors.
The sample consisted of 770 students. The magnet 
school sample (469) was randomly selected from students who 
qualified and were accepted for entry into a magnet middle 
school. The nonmagnet school sample (301) was randomly 
selected from qualified applicants to the same magnet 
middle school but who were placed on a waiting list for 
entry into the magnet school. They were fully qualified 
for admission but simply were not selected out of the total 
body of qualified applicants because the magnet school faci­
lities were not adequate. Selection of both samples was 
stratified by the neighborhood middle school districts in 
which the students resided.
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The design used for this study was a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3  
factorial arrangement of conditions repeated across a pre­
test and subsequent posttest. Group (magnet/nonmagnet) , 
sex (male/female), race (black/white), and grade (6/7/8) 
were the independent variables. Cognitive dependent vari­
ables were reading, language, spelling, and mathematics as 
measured by Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) scores.
Self concept factors were measured by Gordon's How I See 
Myself Scale (HISM). They were: Teacher School Relation­
ship (TSR), Interpersonal Adequacy (IA), Academic Adequacy 
(AA), Autonomy (A), Personal Emotions (PE), Physical 
Appearance (PA), and Physical Adequacy and Body Build 
(PABB).
The data were analyzed by a factorial analysis of 
variance procedure. Pretest scores were compared with 
matching difference or change scores. A .05 significance 
level was used for the probability at which the null hypo­
theses were rejected.
Twenty hypotheses were tested with regard to main 
effects and interactions involving the magnet and nonmagnet 
groups. Out of the ten hypotheses dealing with academic 
achievement scores, seven were accepted and three were re­
jected. There were significant changes in the following 
MAT variables: (1) spelling and mathematics achievement
between grade levels, (2) reading and spelling achievement 
between magnet and nonmagnet sixth and seventh graders,
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and (3) mathematics achievement between magnet and non­
magnet sixth and seventh grade boys.
Limited academic achievement changes were indicated. 
There were no changes in language achievement. Nonmagnet 
sixth grade students scored higher in reading and spelling 
than magnet sixth graders. Magnet seventh graders reversed 
this pattern compared to nonmagnet seventh graders. Non­
magnet sixth grade boys scored higher in mathematics than 
their magnet counterparts. Again, seventh grade boys re­
versed this pattern.
Out of the ten hypotheses dealing with self concept 
development, two were accepted and eight were rejected.
There were significant changes in the following HISM 
variables: (1) TSR, AA, PA, and PABB between magnet and
nonmagnet groups; (2) IA, AA, and PA between grade levels; 
(3) IA between black and white students; (4) PE between 
magnet and nonmagnet groups x grade; (5) TSR and A between
magnet and nonmagnet groups x race; (6) PABB between magnet
and nonmagnet groups x grade x sex; (7) IA and A between 
magnet and nonmagnet groups x grade x race; and (8) IA, AA,
A, PE, PA, and PABB between magnet and nonmagnet groups x
sex x race.
Generally, self concept changes among both groups
resulted in less positive feelings compared to pretest
data. In feelings of AA, TSR, A, and PE magnet students
felt less positive than the nonmagnet students at the end
xv
of the testing period. The reverse was indicated for PA 
and PABB. Magnet students gained positively in their feel­
ings compared to negative changes among nonmagnet students.
There is a need for continued research of magnet 
programs especially in the following areas: typology
studies of magnet schools on regional, state, and local 
levels; replication studies; longitudinal studies; identi­
fication of the most successful types of magnet programs 
in terms of the variables investigated in this study; 
magnet school climate studies; investigation of who is 
attracted to magnet schools; and study of the effective­




One of the growing options in American public edu­
cation during the last decade has been magnet schools.
They have evolved as part of the alternative education 
movement which arose during the 1960s. Often magnet schools 
have been referred to as alternative schools, optional 
schools, schools of choice, and specialty schools. However, 
magnet schools and programs may be distinguished from many 
other alternatives.
The term "magnet" implies these schools have been 
"designed to attract students voluntarily to particular 
schools" (Levine and Campbell, 1978:39). In the original 
sense, magnet schools had specialized curricular emphases 
that were designed to attract students from throughout a 
district (Smith, Barr, and Burke, 1976). The United States 
Office of Education has defined a magnet school as "a 
school or education center that offers a special curriculum 
capable of attracting substantial numbers of students of 
different social backgrounds" (20 U.S.C. 1619). Magnet 
schools and programs generally have been designed for stu­
dents in a given school district within the boundaries of 
student interest in a school’s instructional and curricular
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emphases. In this sense, magnets have been distinguished 
from many other alternatives which have been designed for 
specific groups of students such as dropouts, pregnant 
teenagers, and freeschool or counterculture students.
Magnet schools and programs proliferated during the 
1970s as a result of several factors. First, a growing 
public demand for educators to update the American public 
school system focused attention on development and research 
of magnet alternatives (Fantini, 1978). Second, the desire 
for quality education for all brought attention to the 
enormous diversity of students. Third, alternative schools 
broadened the options to avoid forcing everyone into the 
neighborhood model and making one school meet the needs of 
all the students within its boundaries (Barr, 1977; Smith, 
1978). In order to strengthen the quality of education 
and make these options distinctive, utilization of community 
resources has become more accepted as a means to the quality 
end. Professional and nonprofessional specialists in their 
fields, industrial organizations, fine arts institutions 
and many other community resources were mobilized to imple­
ment quality magnet programs .
Coupled with the emphasis on quality education and 
the trend of meeting the different learning and interest 
needs of students in a variety of quality settings has been 
a trend also for more parental participation in the educa­
tion process. In terms of interest and financial support, 
the matter of choice of schools, from the consumer's
viewpoint, has been a tremendous factor in the success of 
many alternative schools (Warren, 1978) .
Since 1972, magnet schools have received added 
impetus by virtue of the Booker et al. v. Special District 
No. 1, Minneapolis, Minnesota (1972) decision in which the 
court sanctioned their use in Minneapolis as a desegretation 
strategy. Since then, several other decisions have ordered 
their establishment, and they have become a key element in 
big city desegregation efforts (Levine and Levine, 1978) .
For example, in 1975 the Federal District Court approved 
substitution of Houston's magnet school program for a 
pairing plan. Magnet schools were a component of a manda­
tory desegregation plan in Boston (Morganv. Kerrigan, 1975) 
and were a substitute for a mandatory plan in Milwaukee 
(Armstrong v. Brennan, 1976). In Tasby v. Estes (1976), 
magnet schools were sanctioned in the Dallas Independent 
School District.
Magnet schools have been utilized in desegregation 
programs; therefore most magnet schools have been estab­
lished in urban school districts. United States Secretary 
of Education Terrel H. Bell has urged the expanded use of 
magnet schools as preferable to forced-busing orders 
(U.S. News and World Report, June 8, 1981). In several 
large urban districts magnet programs have been described 
as an "educational cafeteria" since students have an oppor­
tunity to choose an educational program from among many
options according to what they feel will prepare them best 
for their individual futures (Reagan, 1975).
Regardless of whether they have been classified as 
career, fundamental, or multicultural schools; whether they 
have been neutral site, neighborhood, or school-within-a- 
school magnets, it appears they will be part of the Ameri­
can educational scene into the 1980s and 1990s (McMillan, 
1980). By virtue of the alternative status of magnet 
schools and programs, at least the large city school sys­
tems are apt to rely on them in order to help solve prob­
lems such as suburban flight, decaying inner city schools, 
and forced busing (Chase, 1979).
In view of their emergence as an alternative to 
conventional neighborhood schools, questions have been 
raised concerning the effectiveness of magnet schools.
This investigation has focused on two areas of effective­
ness, namely, academic achievement and self concept.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
difference between students who attended a magnet middle 
school and students who attended neighborhood middle schools 
with respect to selected academic achievement scores and 
self concept factors.
Research Hypotheses
1. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no main effect of group on reading,
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spelling, language, and mathematics as measured by the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test.
2. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub-
jects, there will be no main effect of grade on reading,
spelling, lanugage, and mathematics as measured by the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test.
3. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no main effect of sex on reading,
spelling, language, and mathematics as measured by the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test.
4. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no main effect of race on reading,
spelling, language, and mathematics as measured by the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test.
5. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no first order interaction effect of 
group x grade on reading, spelling, language, and mathe­
matics as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test.
6. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no first order interaction effect of 
group x sex on reading, spelling, language, and mathematics 
as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test.
7. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no first order interaction effect of 
group x race on reading, spelling, language, and mathe­
matics as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test.
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8. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no second order interaction effect of 
group x grade x sex on reading, spelling, language, and 
mathematics as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test.
9. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no second order interaction effect of 
group x grade x race on reading, spelling, language, and 
mathematics as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test.
10. Among magnet and nonmagent middle school sub­
jects, there will be no second order interaction effect 
of group x sex x race on reading, spelling, language, and 
mathematics as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test.
11. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no main effect of group on Teacher 
School Relationship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic 
Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, Physical Appearance, 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build as measued by the How 
I See Myself Scale.
12. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no main effect of grade on Teacher 
School Relationship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic 
Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, Physical Appearance, 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build as measured by the 
How I See Myself Scale.
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13. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no main effect of sex on Teacher 
School Relationship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic 
Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, Physical Appearance, 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build as measured by the 
How I See Myself Scale.
14. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no main effect of race on Teacher 
School Relationship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic 
Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, Physical Appearance, 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build as measured by the 
How I See Myself Scale.
15. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no first order interaction effect of 
group x grade on Teacher School Relationship, Interpersonal 
Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, 
Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and Body Build 
as measured by the How I See Myself Scale.
16. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no first order interaction effect of 
group x sex on Teacher School Relationship, Interpersonal 
Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, 
Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and Body Build 
as measured by the How I See Myself Scale.
17. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no first order interaction effect of 
group x race on Teacher School Relationship, Interpersonal
8
Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, 
Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and Body Build 
as measured by the How I See Myself Scale.
18. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no second order interaction effect of 
group x grade x sex on Teacher School Relationship, Inter­
personal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal 
Emotions, Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and 
Body Build as measured by the How I See Myself Scale.
19. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no second order interaction effect of 
group x grade x race on Teacher School Relationship, Inter­
personal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal 
Emotions, Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and 
Body Build as measured by the How I See Myself Scale.
20. Among magnet and nonmagnet middle school sub­
jects, there will be no second order interaction effect
of group x sex x race on Teacher School Relationship, 
Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Per­
sonal Emotions, Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy 
and Body Build as measured by the How I See Myself Scale.
DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study was limited to a sample of students in 
grades five, six, and seven (pretest) and six, seven, and 
eight (posttest) who were enrolled in public schools in 
East Baton Rouge Parish, Baton Rouge, Louisiana during 1979-
80.
Nonselect:ion for attendance in the magnet school 
may have been a negative affective factor on the nonmagnet 
sample. Both samples were notified of selection or non­
selection prior to the administration of the pretests.
The results of this study may have been affected 
by the limitations of the instruments which were used. 
Gordon (1968) pointed out such limitations with regard to 
the How I See Myself Scale. In addition, it is possible 
that a student's responses were not based on actual self 
concept but on the self the student would like to be.
Self concept theorists generally recognize that 
self perceptions evolve experientially as children interact 
with their environment. As others accept or reject the 
child or the child's actions, the child develops social 
self concept. As the child develops physically, self 
concepts of the physical body and mastery of the environ­
ment evolve. Schools are just one area of experience for 
children and while schools are important, they are not the 
only experiential areas for the evolution of self concept. 
This study was limited to schools and the general nature 
of their environments.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Magnet school in the context of this study referred 
to a public school, Glasgow Magnet Middle School in East 
Baton Rouge Parish School District, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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This school was involved in a curriculum emphasizing excel­
lence in basic academics. It drew students from through­
out the school district. There were approximately 68,000 
students enrolled in the schools in this district.
Nonmagnet schools referred to conventional neighbor­
hood schools in East Baton Rouge Parish School District, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. These schools represented all 
socioeconomic levels, racial composition, and geographic 
locations within this public school district of approxi­
mately 68,000 students.
Academic achievement was measured by total reading 
and total mathematics, spelling and language scores taken 
from the Metropolitan Achievement Tests (MAT), Intermediate 
Form (grades five and six) and Advanced Form (grades seven 
and eight).
Self concept was regarded as a self report utilizing 
Ira Gordon’s How I See Myself Scale (HISM). Gordon defined 
self concept as the organization of all the child's biologi­
cal and environmental experiences as he has interpreted 
them into one highly organized, highly integrated, multi­
faceted system (Gordon, 1968). Seven selected factors were 
analyzed (Appendix C, page 193) . They were: Teacher School
Relationship (TSR) was a measure of self attitude toward 
academic performance and teachers; Interpersonal Adequacy 
(IA) was a general indicator of how one accepts one's 
characteristics; Academic Adequacy (AA) was a measure of 
academic performance and attitudes; Autonomy (A) referred
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to a sense of self related to norms for standards of excel­
lence and an indicator of individuality; Personal Emotions 
(PE) measured competence and emotional control; Physical 
Appearance (PA) was an indicator of self report of physical 
attractiveness and appearance; and Physical Adequacy and 
Body Build (PABB) indicated a sense of physical sufficiency 
based on body build.
Grade level referred to students assigned to grades 
five, six, and seven (pretest) and grades six, seven, and 
eight (posttest).
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
Because the public demands accountability, this re­
search was a cogent one. In view of increasing financial 
woes and decreasing enrollments in schools, innovations in 
education must prove themselves worthy in terms of achieve­
ment and development in students.
Two basic questions which have been raised con­
cerning alternative schools, as pointed out in an analysis 
of alternative public schools by Barr, Colston, and Parrett 
(1977), were dealt with in this study. They were: (1)
what effects did an alternative school have on student 
cognitive achievement and (2) what effects did an alterna­
tive school have on the development of student self concept?
Self concept of children was selected as an affec­
tive area of investigation because it is a critical variable 
in education. Transescence is a crucial period of inquiry
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into self-identification. It is important that middle 
schools provide circumstances which promote such inquiry 
and that administrators and teachers know what effects 
their schools have on self concept development.
Whether self concept is an educational outcome or 
a moderator variable that helps to explain some outcome 
or achievement, it remains a crucial variable (Shavelson, 
Hubner, and Stanton, 1976).
A review of literature indicated that most magnet 
school studies have been conducted on the elementary or 
senior high school level. Since very few magnet middle 
school studies have been completed, this research will 
add to that small body of knowledge. In time, perhaps 
enough information will be gathered from such studies to 
help guide educators in making better decisions with re­
gard to middle school students and magnet school programs.
PROCEDURE
Description of the Sample
A sample was drawn from two groups. They were:
(1) students who qualified and were accepted for entry into 
a magnet middle school (469) and (2) students who qualified 
for the same magnet middle school but were not selected 
for lack of facility space and were placed on a waiting 
list (301).
Sources of the Data
Two instruments, How I See Myself (Gordon) and the 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests (Intermediate Form and 
Advanced Form) were administered separately by trained per­
sonnel in a pretest-posttest sequence eleven months apart. 
Since the magnet middle school did not open until August, 
1979, pretests were administered to students in both sam­
ples in their respective neighborhood schools throughout 
the district while the posttests were administered to the 
magnet sample on the magnet school campus and to the non­
magnet sample in their respective neighborhood schools 
throughout the district.
Design
The design of this study was a 2 (group) x 2 (race) 
x 2 (sex) x 3 (grade) factorial arrangement of conditions 
repeated across a pretest and subsequent posttest.
Treatment of the Data
Factorial analysis of variance was used to identify 
the amount of variance in pretest data and change scores 
data for academic achievement and self concept factors 
(dependent variables) due to the main effects of magnet 
and nonmagnet school groups, grade levels, race, and sex 
as well as their first and second order interactions with 
respect to magnet and nonmagnet groups. A .05 significance 
level was used for the probability at which the null hypo­
theses were rejected.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
The remainder of this study is organized in the 
following manner. Chapter 2 includes a review of related 
literature. The method of investigation is described in 
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains the presentation and analysis 
of data. In Chapter 5, the study is summarized, conclu­
sions are drawn, and recommendations are proposed.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Research involving magnet schools has been limited 
since they are a recent development in public education.
In view of this, an overview of the broader alternative 
school movement, out of which magnet schools evolved, has 
been presented. Since empirical data was limited, some 
evaluations were reviewed along with research studies. 
Reviews were limited to academic achievement and/or self 
concept studies in magnet settings with middle school 
grade levels.
OVERVIEW OF MAGNET SCHOOLS MOVEMENT
During the 1950s the American public became aware 
of needed reforms in public education. Evidence of lowered 
academic achievement and standards, outmoded curricula, 
and inequity of educational opportunities set the stage 
for America's trying to come to grips with pluralism in 
education as expressed in alternative schools and programs.
The magnet school movement of the 1970s has evolved 
as one aspect of the broader alternative schools movement 
which began in the 1960s. In order to understand the 
rationale of magnet schools, an overview of their precursors
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in the alternative movement was traced. Fantini's (1976, 
1978) division of alternatives into rather distinct gene­
rations of development has served to focus attention on the 
underlying causes giving rise to educational options.
For many decades, private schools have been viable 
alternatives in America. Generally, they attracted elitist 
groups for economic reasons. The first alternatives in 
the contemporary movement were also private and surfaced 
in the 1960s. Among those options were alternatives to 
established public and private schooling. The philosophy 
of school critics such as Ivan Illich, Everett Reimer, and 
John Holt proposed that students have the right to design 
their own educational programs and that conventional 
schools might actually interfere with real education.
Also, A. S. Neil's Summerhill served as a model for the 
philosophy of freedom in schooling. Hence, the free schools 
movement appealed to counterculture students who did not 
fit into conventional or standardized schools. Other al­
ternatives were based on political and cultural reforms in 
schooling espoused by critics such as Jonathan Kozol and 
Herbert Kohl. Also, there appeared private schools in pro­
test of segregation in the form of street academies and 
"freedom schools" or in protest of integration in the form 
of private and church "white flight" schools. Other schools 
in the private sector arose to meet the needs of special or 
atypical students such as pregnant teenagers and disruptive 
students.
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In the late sixties and early seventies, there was 
a growing concern that traditional public schools were not 
meeting the needs of students. The emergence of private 
alternative schools to fill needs, Silberman's critique of 
public schools, and the inception of educational vouchers 
were major factors that focused public attention on public 
schools. However, there was also interest in more variety 
in public education. The way was open for alternatives to 
move into public schools.
First generation public alternative schools re­
flected variety. There were "free schools" which arose 
within extant public school systems and appealed to students 
and teachers who did not fit traditional schools, the so- 
called counterculture society. Other public alternatives, 
modeled after private options, arose such as special schools 
for atypical students as disruptive students and dropouts. 
The school-without-walls programs arose in urban districts 
in a desperate effort to fulfill the diverse needs of stu­
dents and cope with inner-city school racial balance. To 
the media and therefore to the public, the first alterna­
tive public school created to be an option for any students 
within the community was the Parkway Program in Philadelphia 
in 1969. Berkeley's Community High School started the same 
year and Chicago's Public High School for Metropolitan 
Studies followed in 1970 (Smith, 1973).
First generation alternatives made the public 
familiar with educational options. Between 1972 and 1976,
the second generation of alternative schools and programs 
evolved with attention focused primarily on middle class 
suburban students rather than polar groups of students as 
noted in the first generation. The genesis of these di­
verse options was "cooperative planning that involved ad­
ministration, teachers, parents, and students" (Fantini, 
1978). In other words, alternatives or pluralism as an 
educational concept and practice moved into the mainstream 
of public schools and became acceptable. Alternatives 
were varied. On the one hand, there were relatively un­
structured schools which emphasized experimentation, paren­
tal and student involvement in decision-making and self 
discipline. On the other hand, there were fundamental 
schools with emphasis on patriotism, discipline, homework, 
and basic achievement in writing, reading, and mathematics. 
Between these polar types, there were various other alter­
natives .
The next generation in the development of education­
al alternatives, as Fantini (1978) described it, was the 
development of magnet schools. These schools generally 
emphasized curricular distinctiveness and attracted stu­
dents from throughout a school district. In other words, 
a specialized program in each school served as a magnet. 
Proponents have indicated that magnet schools must be open 
to all in order to serve the distinctive characteristics 
of choice and options in education. Parents and students
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must be able to select freely from options. Waldrip and 
Lotspeich (1978:80) have said:
An effective program marketing and student re­
cruitment strategy incorporates all the decisions and 
activities which result in parents' and/or students' 
selecting programs which are uniquely different from 
the ones to which, under a conventional system, they 
would be assigned.
However, in many instances limitations have been 
imposed on the magnetism or "draw" idea in order to assure 
racial quotas, multicultural representation, etc. General­
ly, magnet schools have drawn enrollment either from a very 
wide geographic area with little or no concentration of 
students from the community in which the schools were 
located, or they served the neighborhood population plus 
students from other communities who wished to attend 
(Levine and Campbell, 1978).
Even though there have been some overlapping and 
ambiguity among school districts throughout the United 
States in using the terms "magnet," "free," "alternative," 
and "open," Mazzarella's (1978) classification of public 
alternative schools serves as a summary of types at the 
beginning of the 1980s. They include the following: (1)
alternatives classified by educational philosophy (how 
they teach) include free, open, humanistic, fundamental, 
and basic schools; (2) alternatives classified by curricu­
lum (what they teach) include magnet schools and schools 
without walls; (3) those classified by administrative 
structure (who runs them) include schools within schools,
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minischools, team teaching schools, and schools that stress 
participative decision-making.
The public magnet school concept is not new in 
American education. For years there have been models in 
several large cities which have drawn students from an 
entire district with special curricular emphases. Examples 
are Cincinnati's Walnut Hills High School, New York's 
Bronx High School for Science and LaGuardia High School of 
Music and the Arts, Boston's Latin School, and New Orleans' 
Benjamin Franklin Prep School. However, the magnet school 
movement of the 1970s and 1980s "is distinctive because it 
aims to serve a much more diverse clientele through more 
diverse programming than the selective magnet schools of 
the past" (Levine and Campbell, 1978:39).
A look at some of the most common characteristics 
of contemporary magnet schools will help to define them 
further.
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTEMPORARY MAGNET SCHOOLS
Quality of Programs
Magnet schools reputedly have been based on the 
quality of the programs being offered. That is, they have 
offered programs that were distinctive and could be dis­
tinguished from that of nonmagnet schools. McMillan 
(1980:10-11) has observed:
The alternative school movement has heavily in­
fluenced magnet school development. Many of the special
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programs being offered now as magnet programs were 
field tested in alternative schools. For example, 
free schools, open schools, creative arts schools, 
discovery schools, fundamental schools, experiential 
learning schools, schools with minicourses, and 
learning centers are all types of alternative schools 
that have frequently served as the attractive and 
distinctive aspects of magnet schools. Programs 
emphasizing talented and gifted students, multicultural 
learning, and bilingual education are also currently 
popular.
In addition, McMillan (1980:28) has succinctly ob­
served, "Magnet schools, because they are voluntary, must 
be quality schools, or at least they must appear that way 
to parents , and therein lies the novelty and strength of 
magnet education."
Smith, Barr, and Burke (1976) have indicated that 
the rationale for the existence of any alternative school 
is the distinctiveness of their programs--"in approach to 
learning, in curriculum or in resources or facilities"
(p. 29).
Evidence indicates magnets have appealed to parents 
and students, both majority and minority, for the quality 
of instruction more than racial make-up of the classroom 
or location of the school site (McMillan, 1977, 1980;
Levine and Estes, 1977; Brandstetter and Foster, 1976;
Levine and Levine, 1978) . This has been particularly true 
of secondary magnets where adolescent mobility is a posi­
tive factor. The Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) evaluation 
(Royster, Baltzell and Simmons, 1979) indicated that the 
image of excellence determined magnetism more than the 
school's uniqueness in the eighteen Emergency School Aid
Act districts reviewed.
While research in this area is scarce, Parrett's 
study (1979) of five diverse alternative schools, some of 
which were magnets , indicated that there are distinct dif­
ferences between instructional practices of teachers in 
alternative and conventional schools. In some less formal 
evaluations, however, indications were that maintaining 
such distinctiveness was a problem (Barr, Colston, and 
Parrett, 1977).
Voluntary Attendance
Magnets have been designed to serve a diverse 
clientele in that they are magnets. Programs have not been 
designed or based on the social class compostion of stu­
dents as was true of most alternatives in the 1960s.
Rather, they have attracted students of all races and eco­
nomic levels. Magnets as optional and voluntary represent 
educational consummerism at a higher degree than vouchers 
(Premazon and West, 1979). The opportunity for parents and 
students to find the most appropriate learning situation 
revolves around the principle of choice (Smith, Barr, and 
Burke, 1976).
Generally, admissions have been on a voluntary 
basis, but admissions criteria sometimes have been neces­
sary to assure a diverse clientele. As a result, such 
criteria have been designed to prevent discrimination on 
the basis of race or economics. McMillan (1980) pointed
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out that experience has shown in many cases that racial 
enrollment quotas are necessary in order to maintain a di­
verse clientele, and this cuts across the idea that magnet 
schools are open to everyone and are strictly voluntary. 
However, the fact remains that purely voluntary attendance 
in a distinctive quality magnet program has not always been 
a more powerful magnet than the magnetism of the neighbor­
hood.
In fact, magnet schools that are located in 
white neighborhoods seldom have difficulty attract­
ing whites , but they often have difficulty attracting 
minority students. Magnets in black neighborhoods very 
often have difficulty attracting whites, but seldom 
have problems with black enrollment (McMillan, 1980:
26) .
However, the element of choice or voluntary attendance has 
often defused opposition to busing (Royster, Baltzell and 
Simmons, 1979).
An evaluation of eighteen Emergency School Aid Act 
funded districts which utilized magnet schools (Royster, 
Baltzell and Simmons, 1979) has revealed five types of 
magnets by attendance structure but in each type, attendance 
is strictly voluntary. They are:
(1) The citywide draw enrolls students on a district- 
wide basis and gives no preference to anyone on 
the basis of residence.
(2) The limited geographic area draw enrolls only 
those students who reside in a clearly defined 
geographic area or attendance zone. The zone is 
structured to include both majorities and mi­
norities and usually has been developed for the 
express purpose of achieving desegregation.
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(3) The local neighborhood plus citywide draw gives 
first priority to neighborhood children. Re­
maining seats (or perhaps a certain predesig­
nated portion) are then opened to students 
throughout the distict.
(4) The local neighborhood plus limited geographic 
area gives preference to neighborhood children 
and then enrolls students who reside in a clearly 
defined area.
(5) The citywide plus limited geographic area draw 
gives priority to children in a limited area 
and then enrolls students on a citywide basis.
In addition, the ESAA study identified four main types of




(4) Neutral neighborhood (nonresidential, business 
zone, etc.)
The Emergency School Aid Act evaluation has also 
revealed that parental control over choice of schools for 
children ranked second for lower grades and third for 
upper grades in magnetic appeal of magnet schools.
Choice of educational programs has been a positive 
factor in many cases where court orders have given parents 
a choice between a voluntarily integrated magnet or a 
forcibly integrated local school in a redistricted plan.
"The fact that a parent can exercise some degree of con­
trol over the child's education by choosing a magnet school, 
regardless of its program appeal, has been shown to be a 




Parental, student, and teacher participation has 
also been a characteristic of magnet schools in terms of 
planning and implementation. In an early survey (1974) of 
over 300 public alternative schools, the National Alterna­
tive Schools Program (Miller, 1976) found that more than 
fifty percent of those schools were initiated by concerned 
teachers. In addition, students, parents, and community 
leaders provided significant input in planning and develop­
ment of these schools.
One of Glatthorn's (1975) major theses about al­
ternative schools is that decision making-processes must be 
shared by all concerned especially students. Similarly, 
Matzzer (1977) has written that shared decision-making 
among students of alternative schools is an identifying 
trait of those schools. The Loveridge, Wittling, and 
Brooks study (1978) indicated that magnet parents had a 
higher level of school participation and impact on what 
happened at school than nonmagnet parents.
Weaver's study (1979) pointed out that parental 
participation and curricular design of magnets are closely 
related. In response to considerable controversy as to 
how magnet school curricula differed from neighborhood 
curricula, Weaver's study of six Los Angeles magnet schools 
revealed there was little distinction between subjects 
taught although magnets offered more enrichment opportunities 
but little variation in instructional methods. However,
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there was greater parental choice and decision-making in 
magnets.
In two alternative schools that served as magnets, 
Riordan (1972) has written about participation as a process 
or "organic development," i.e., working through participa­
tory activities to enable people to exercise control rather 
than be controlled by the traditional school and social 
organizations. Smith, Barr, and Burke (1976) and Fantini 
(1974) have indicated the primacy of shared decision-making 
in the success of any alternative school.
School Desegregation Strategy
In addition to providing specialized curricular 
approaches or special teaching styles, magnets have been 
used, in some instances, as a strategy for school desegre­
gation. This approach has been based on the concept of 
"attracting" students rather than "forcing" them to attend 
desegregated schools (Royster, Baltzell and Simmons, 1979). 
McMillan (1980) pointed out that the Supreme Court decision 
in the Minneapolis desegregation decision in 1972 (Booker 
et al. v. Special District No. 1) was a watershed for 
court-sanctioned magnet schools. "The federal courts have 
defined magnet schools as those having a 'distinctive pro­
gram of study' that will attract a voluntary cross section 
of students from all racial groups" (McMillan, 1980:8).
Eubanks and Levine (1979; Levine and Eubanks, 1979) 
indicated that magent schools have become a major component
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in desegregation plans in many large cities. "In a very 
brief period of time magnet schools have become one of the 
most important educational trends in U.S. education"
(Eubanks and Levine, 1979:2).
Following the Minneapolis decision, magnet schools 
and programs have been developed under court orders in 
other urban districts such as Denver, Boston, Los Angeles, 
Houston, Louisville, Dallas, Milwaukee, and San Diego. As 
a result of threatened court orders and community pressures, 
some urban districts such as Cincinnati, Bridgeport (Con­
necticut) , Seattle, and Chicago have implemented magnet 
options. A few cities have voluntarily fostered magnet 
programs such as Montclair (New Jersey), St. Paul (Minne­
sota) , Cambridge (Massachusetts), and Baton Rouge 
(Louisiana).
Hughes, Gordon, and Hillman (1980:19) have stated:
In school systems with programs of this nature, 
school officials can admit volunteer students who 
qualify for the program by applying criteria that 
specify a particular racial balance. The magnet 
school allows the desegregation process to take place 
through the mechanism of program option and thus re­
duces the arbitrary assignment of students to schools 
on the basis of race. Because it is based on excel­
lence and particularity of program, all, it is argued, 
benefit from the magnet school. Unfortunately, magnet 
schools simply have not worked as a tool of desegre­
gation.
Racial enrollments of magnet schools, as previously 
indicated, have been closely monitored by forces outside 
the schools in order to maintain quotas--forces such as 
state legislatures, federal court orders, the Office of
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Civil Rights, and local school boards. The presence of 
school desegregation as an unsolved problem will probably 
serve as an external motivating factor for the continuance 
of magnet schools for several decades to come. However, 
McMillan (1980) has pointed out that the preponderance of 
studies has shown that the usefulness of magnet schools as 
desegregation remedies has been marginal.
An amendment to the Emergency School Aid Act in 
1976 (Congressional Record, Senate, August 27, 1976, S 
14773) provided funds for the development of school programs 
to assist voluntary desegregation of school districts, and 
magnet schools have benefited from those federal funds in 
cities like Boston, Buffalo (New York), Dallas, Dayton, 
DesMoines, Houston, Portland (Oregon), San Diego, Spring­
field (Massachusetts), Tacoma (Washington), and Tulsa 
(Oklahoma).
The rationale of magnet schools as a desegretation 
technique has been based on the previously discussed 
characteristics, i.e., quality education and choice or an 
increased chance for parents to have some control over their 
child's schooling in a desegregation situation. Providing 
quality education is an integrated setting reduces hostility 
to desegregation and "even though the distance magnet 
school students are bused may be great (since students may 
come from all areas of the city), the element of choice 
would defuse opposition to busing" (Royster, Baltzell, and 
Simmons, 1979:1-2). In some instances, the element of
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choice afforded by magnets has reduced white flight, and 
allowed more integration in the long run than a mandatory 
plan (Armor, 1979).
The recent Office of Education (HEW) evaluation of 
the Emergency School Aid Act magnet schools with minority 
enrollments ranging from 14 percent to 69 percent concluded 
that:
...only a limited amount of desegregation can 
be attributed to magnet schools. However, magnet 
schools can be an effective desegregation device when 
used as a component of a comprehensive, districtwide 
desegregation effort and when used in districts with 
fewer difficulties for desegregation such as those 
with a smaller proportion of minority students 
(Royster, Baltzell, and Simmons, 1979:2).
"Hence, magnet schools are not effective as the pri­
mary or solitary means of desegregation" (Royster, Baltzell, 
and Simmons, 1979:130). Mazzarella (1978) has pointed out 
that even in cities like Houston and Dallas where magnets 
have been used in large numbers for desegregation on all 
grade levels, they need to be combined with other elements 
to make up a successful total desegregation program.
Levine and Moore (1976), as well as the Magnet School Pro­
ject Evaluation (1979-80), cite evidence that Houston's 
magnet schools have achieved some stable racial integration 
of inner city schools as well as economic integration by 
class levels.
Hughes, Gordon, and Hillman have pointed out that 
magnet schools have the appeal of allowing parents to select 
those programs most appropriate for their children's needs.
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They have said (1980:19-^20):
The factor disarms the arguments of antibusing, 
antiforced choice, and neighborhood school groups.
But as a practical matter, volunteerism in desegre­
gation has not proved to be an effective desegrega­
tion tool, especially in large school systems. There 
are no instances where a major school system has notice­
ably desegregated its public schools by using a volun­
tary magnet program.
Rossell (1979) has compared the impact or outcomes 
on integration of magnet-only plans or the public choice 
model and magnet-mandatory plans or the conflict control 
model of the eighteen schools studied in the Emergency 
School Aid Act report (Royster, et al., 1979). Her con­
clusion was that the most efficient integration plan was 
the public choice model. She has said (1979:314):
In general, magnet school plans which do not 
have a mandatory component will achieve the greatest 
implementation--year increase in interracial contact 
for a given reduction in racial imbalance because 
there is little white flight associated with volun­
tary plans.
However, her study also indicated that in school 
districts over 30 percent minority, more integration re­
sulted from magnet-mandatory plans or the conflict control 
model. Evidence seems to indicate that there is a ceiling 
on how much desegregation can be accomplished with volun­
tary plans.
SELECTED STUDIES AND EVALUATIONS
Magnet schools in Springfield (Massachusetts) began 
in 1975, and all of them offered strong basic skills pro­
grams. In the 1978-79 Evaluation Report of Magnet School
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Programs (Roberts, 1978-79), sixth grade students were ex­
pected to demonstrate achievement gains of at least seven 
months in reading and mathematics as determined by pretest/ 
posttest analysis of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. 
Throughout the district, sixth grade students had a six 
month gain in both reading and mathematics. An interesting 
(;facet of this data was that comparison of achievement gains 
of voluntarily enrolled magnet students to those students 
regularly assigned at the magnet schools indicated that the 
voluntarily enrolled students had greater gains in reading 
but slightly lower gains in mathematics.
A semantic differential measure of self concept in 
Springfield's magnet junior high school was given on a 
pretest/posttest basis in 1979. While students had a 
higher measure of self concept on the posttest than on the 
pretest, the differences were not significant in spite of 
highly individualized attention to students.
Thompson and Shein (1978) compared seventh and 
eighth grade students in an ungraded interdisciplinary 
alternative magnet program with conventional seventh and 
eighth grade students at the same school as well as with a 
districtwide sample. Among the three groups, they found 
no significant differences in academic achievement utilizing 
the California Achievement Test and the Michigan Educational 
Assessment Program. In addition, self concept data, col­
lected with the Piers-Karris Self Concept Scale revealed
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no significant differences on self image factors among the 
groups.
Eash, Sparkis, and Rasher (1975, 1977) conducted a 
two-year study comparing an innovative middle school curri­
culum with emphasis on a "humanized" setting for which 
students were randomly assigned, with students in a control 
group who attended traditional neighborhood middle schools. 
Data indicated that cognitive growth as measured by SRA 
Assessment Survey was enhanced for students at the lower 
end of the achievement scale when compared to the tradition­
al control middle school students.
Affective growth as measured by Gordon's How I See 
Myself Scale indicated more positive self concepts among 
the experimental students in two areas: they perceived
their relationships with their teachers and their school 
significantly more favorably than did the control school 
students. Experimental school students also scored sig­
nificantly higher in autonomy, a scale representing the 
degree to which expressive activities and individualized 
work are enjoyed.
Eash, Rasher, and Walberg (1977) conducted a follow- 
up study of the experimental and control groups two years 
after the original study. All students had been assigned 
to traditional neighborhood high schools.
They found no significant differences between 
groups on either of the factors previously mentioned,
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Teacher School Relationship and Autonomy. Data indicated 
that self concept scale scores were almost identical in 
both experimental and control students. The control stu­
dents, however, showed an increase in Teacher School Re­
lationship and Academic Adequacy in the follow-up study. 
Also, experimental students had a significantly higher 
(j> <.05) class rank percentile on academics than control 
students.
Barr, Colston, and Bruce (1977) found in a study 
of six alternative schools that the attitudes of students 
were more positive toward their school, peers, teachers, 
administrators, and themselves than among conventional 
control students. In addition, there was some indication 
that the degree of positive feelings among alternative 
students increased with the length of time they had par­
ticipated in alternative schools. They also reported that 
students in these six schools demonstrated cognitive 
achievement levels as high as or higher than the district 
students.
In a two part study of public upper elementary 
students in Ft. Worth (Texas), Evans (1976, 1977) compared 
students scoring in the seventy-seventh percentile and 
above who were enrolled in magnet schools with two other 
groups: Vanguard Plan students (advanced groups) within
schools and students in enrichment programs or alternatives 
provided in neighborhood schools for those who applied for 
the magnets and who could not be accepted because of lack 
of space.
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After two years, no significant differences were 
revealed among fifth grade students by standardized test 
scores on reading and mathematics among these three groups. 
However, magnet fourth grade students achieved signifi­
cantly greater growth in reading skills than either the 
Vanguard or alternative students in vocabulary, language, 
and mathematics. There was also evidence from this data 
that students in all three groups maintained their high 
achievement when compared to neighborhood school students.
In a program evaluation of all of Cincinnati's 
alternative programs which started as early as 1970, both 
the 1977-78 and 1978-79 data (Felix, 1978; Skiff, 1979) 
indicated that alternative students in seventeen different 
programs were achieving in mathematics and reading as well 
or better than those of the total population. No single 
school in this system was singled out for specific data 
because of lack of correspondence to grade levels, curri­
cular emphases, percentage black, etc. to the experimental 
population of this study.
A study by Shaw, Tomcala, Middleton, Rudee, Jones, 
and Smith (1975) compared two magnet high schools and two 
traditional neighborhood high schools in a large city 
school district. One magnet emphasized health professions 
while the other centered on careers in the performing and 
visual arts. There were significantly (£<.05) more 
positive attitudes of students toward school and higher 
career self-esteem among magnet students than nonmagnet 
students.
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In a 1976-77 evaluation of the St. Louis (Missouri) 
elementary magnet schools (Brooks, Daniels, Loveridge, 
Whittling, Mushkatel, and Trapasso, 1978), magnet and non­
magnet students with comparable pretest achievement, accord­
ing to the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, were matched according 
to sex, race, and grade. Posttest achievement data after 
one year in magnet schools generally revealed small dif­
ferences between magnet and control students in reading. 
While there were significantly higher scores among magnet 
sixth grade students, there were negligible differences 
among fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth grade reading 
scores. Hence, there were no positive effects on reading 
across grade levels among magnet schools.
In this same study, achievement of magnet students 
in mathematics was consistently lower than that of the con­
trol students. Specifically, differences were negligible 
at the fifth and sixth grade levels. However, at the other 
four grade levels, the differences favored the control 
students.
When comparing differences among St. Louis magnet 
schools, Brooks, et al. (1978) found one school, the 
Visual and Performing Arts Center, with significantly 
lower scores on achievement than the control group. How­
ever, there were no statistical differences at two other 
magnet schools. It is noteworthy that there were substan­
tially positive differences between a magnet Academy of 
Basic Instruction and the control group.
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Matched comparison groups were not used for evalu­
ation of the magnet high schools in the St. Louis study. 
Instead, two comprehensive schools were chosen as the con­
trol groups. Generally, achievement scores on the Iowa 
Test of Basic Skills for students in the magnet high schools 
were not consistently above or below the comparison group.
In this same study, magnet students generally rated their 
schools significantly higher than control students in 
satisfaction with school, teacher-student relationships, 
student-student relationships, and student-administration 
relationships.
SUMMARY
Generally magnet middle school studies have indi­
cated that magnet students have achieved academically as 
well or better than nonmagnet students. In two cogent 
reviews of the effectiveness of alternative schools, both 
Duke and Muzio (1978) and Barr, Colston, and Parrett (1977) 
concluded that generally alternative schools students 
achieved at a rate consistent with or higher than the 
district norms. Generally, student attitudes toward schools 
and themselves increased in alternative schools. However, 
the data on self concept within the limits of the studies 
reviewed here were too limited to draw a conclusion.
Chapter 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
This chapter will address the design utilized to 
research the questions raised by the purpose of the study. 
Those questions are: (1) what effects did an alternative
school have on student cognitive achievement, and (2) what 
effects did an alternative school have on the development 
of self concept? The instruments used, a description of 
the population sampled, and the processes employed in the 
collection of the data will be described.
INSTRUMENTS
Self Concept
The Gordon How I See Myself Scale, Intermediate 
Level (1968) was used to measure self concept factors.
This is a forty-two item scale using a bipolar, five point 
response format. The statements are primarily made up of 
simple, self-evaluative statements developed from Jersild's 
(1952) categories of children's responses in compositions 
about themselves.
Gordon's basic assumption underlying the scale is 
that the self concept is not a unitary trait. As a result 
of factor analysis, items are grouped into factors or
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subscales. For the purpose of this investigation, seven 
subscales or factors were examined: Teacher School Rela­
tionship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, 
Autonomy, Personal Emotions, Physical Appearance, and 
Physical Adequacy and Body Build.
Gordon's Test Manual (1968) describes normative 
data using data from students in public schools from grades 
three through twelve by sex, race, and social class.
Test-retest reliabilities data indicate that "the 
instrument is usable for comparison between groups of 
children... Use for individual diagnosis is not recom­
mended..." (Gordon, 1968:32). Combs and Gordon (1967) 
tested eighty high school students over a two week inter­
val and obtained retest coefficients for four subscales, 
Teacher, Appearance, Body Build, and Academic Achievement, 
ranging from 0.62 to 0.82. Yeatts (1967) reported total 
score stability coefficients ranging from 0.78 to 0.89 
for a heterogeneous public school population after an 
interval of nine days.
Each self concept factor was scored by summing the 
total of the items comprising the factor. The higher the 
score the more positive the view of self. The minimum and 
maximum scores as well as the mid-point in terms of posi­
tive or negative self report used in this research follows:
(1) Teacher school Relationship consisted of five items 
(Appendix C, page 193) with a minimum score of 5, maximum 
score of 25, and mid-point of 15; (2) Interpersonal Adequacy
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consisted of seventeen items (Appendix C, page 194) with a 
minimum score of 17, maximum score of 85, and a mid-point 
of 51; (3) Academic Adequacy consisted of seven items 
(Appendix C, page 194) with a minimum score of 7, maximum 
score of 35, and a mid-point of 21; (4) Autonomy consisted 
of eight items (Appendix C, page 195) with a minimum score 
of 8, maximum score of 40, and a mid-point of 24; (5) 
Personal Emotions consisted of five items (Appendix C, 
page 196) with a minimum score of 5, maximum score of 25, 
and a mid-point of 15; (6) Physical Appearance consisted 
of eight items (Appendix C, page 196) with a minimum score 
of 8, maximum score of 40, and a mid-point of 24; and 
(7) Physical Adequacy and Body Build consisted of six items 
(Appendix C, page 197) with a minimum score of 6, maximum 
score of 30, and a mid-point of 18.
Academic Achievement
The total reading (word knowledge, comprehension, 
and vocabulary), mathematics (computation, concepts, and 
problem solving), spelling, and language standard scale 
scores from the Metropolitan Achievement Tests (1971) were 
used to measure academic achievement. The Manual for 
Interpreting described reliability and validity data. In 
addition, reliability and validity data are within an 
acceptable range according to reviews in the Eighth Mental 
Measurements Yearbook (Buros, 1978).
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POPULATION OF THE STUDY
The population of this study consisted of qualified 
applicants to a new academic magnet program, Glasgow Magnet 
middle School in East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. This 
school was opened in August, 1979. Enrollment was limited 
to 750 students in grades six, seven, and eight from 
throughout the East Baton Rouge Parish public school dis­
trict of approximately 68,000 students. Only four students 
lived within walking distance (less than one mile). The re­
mainder of the magnet school enrollment was bused to Glasgow 
from throughout the district. The longest ride was one hour 
and forty-five minutes each way.
The magnet school was jointly planned by the dis­
trict staff and a committee composed of a cross section of 
teachers, parents, and interested lay persons. The overall 
philosophy and curricular approach was suggested by them 
and generally was modeled after the philosophy in Henry S. 
Myers' Fundamentally Speaking (1977) and the curriculum of 
the Pasadena and Palo Alto (California) fundamental school 
programs. In addition, strong interaction between the 
school staff and parents regarding school programs and 
student behavior was recommended and implemented (East 
Baton Rouge Parish School Board Magnet School Committee 
Minutes, 1978-79).
Admissions criteria approved by the East Baton
Rouge Parish School Board were as follows:
1. Students must have a stanine of 5 or above on
the Metropolitan Achievement Test or read on or above grade
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level as indicated by other nationally recognized tests.
(2) Students must have a 2.5 grade point average 
on a 4.0 scale for the last grading period and for the 
previous year.
(3) Students must agree to abide by school rules.
To be retained in the magnet school, students must
abide by the following:
(1) Students must maintain an overall 2.0 average 
on a 4.0 scale.
(2) Students' attendance record must be 95 percent 
for the year.
(3) As in all schools in the East Baton Rouge Parish 
School District, students must conform to approved behavior 
standards.
While the school was organized as a departmenta­
lized and graded school, there were multigrade studies 
available to suit the needs and interests of students.
Seven periods per day of fifty minutes each were 
scheduled with approximately twenty-five pupils as a maximum 
class load. Major emphasis was placed on excellence in 
"basic academic curriculum with electives relative to a 
basic curriculum to enable students to take full advantage 
of the programs offered by whatever secondary school they 
attend" (Proposal for Glasgow Middle Magnet School, 1978), 
There were intramural competitive sports only. An activi­
ties schedule was frequently utilized for enrichment and 
exploratory activities. The thirty-six members of the
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teaching staff voluntarily applied for assignment to the 
magnet school and reflected the 65:35 racial ratio (white: 
black) extant in the other district schools.
The magnet school facilities were originally built 
in 1955 as a combination elementary and junior high school, 
Later it was converted into an auxiliary office site for 
district staff personnel. Prior to its opening in August, 
1979, the facility was converted into the magnet school site 
with minimal but adequate renovations. It was located in 
a middle class white residential neighborhood of housing 
built primarily during the 1940s and 1950s.
To this kind of facility and program, approximately 
2,000 students applied. Approximately 1,500 qualified 
according to the entrance criteria at the time of sample 
selection and pretesting. Selection for attendance at the 
school was within the limits of two measures designed to 
insure representation from all areas of the school district 
and the racial balance reflected in the district. Those 
measures were: selection of no more than five percent of
the enrollment of each of the nineteen junior high and 
middle school districts and a 65;35 white to black racial 
ratio.
Identified by middle school districts and race, 
magnet students were computer selected at random from 
those who applied by an initial deadline. Those who were 
not selected formed the waiting list. However, after the 
deadline, qualified applicants were added to the waiting
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list by date of application. It may be hypothesized that 
there was some self-selection in this procedure. Students 
(and parents) who were most eager to enter a highly struc­
tured fundamental academic program were more apt to apply 
by the initial deadline. From this group, some were ex­
cluded and were placed on a waiting list. But added to 
this waiting list group were also other students who did 
not apply until after the initial deadline. It may be 
hypothesized that some of these students adopted a "wait 
and see" attitude or were not so keenly interested in a 
fundamental academy type program or were recruited by 
friends after the initial deadline, etc.
Magnet School Sample
The magnet school sample (469) was randomly select­
ed from the enrollment of Glasgow Magnet Middle School.
The sample was also stratified by the neighborhood middle 
school districts in which the students resided.
Nonmagnet Schools Sample
The nonmagnet school sample (301) was randomly 
selected from qualified applicants to the magnet school 
who were placed on a waiting list for entry into the magnet 
school. They were fully qualified for admission but simply 
were not selected from the total body of qualified appli­
cants because the magnet school facilities were limited. 
Selection was stratified by the neighborhood middle school 
districts in which the students resided. Teachers were
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routinely assigned to the nonmagnet schools according to 
the 65:35 (whiterblack) racial ratio extant in the entire 
student population of the district.
COLLECTION OF THE DATA
The How I See Myself Scale was administered by the 
researcher and qualified assistants (including black/white 
and male/female) during May, 1979 (pretest) and March,
1980 (posttest). Only students who completed the pretests 
and posttests were included in this study.
Administration time was approximately thirty 
minutes per test, and groups were limited to no more than 
twenty-five students. In accordance with the instructions 
in Gordon's Test Manual, the forty-two items were read 
aloud by the administrator and students marked their number 
choices on a computer score sheet.
Qualified school personnel administered The Metro­
politan Achievement Test in connection with a district- 
wide testing program during April, 1979 (pretest) and 
April, 1980 (posttest). All tests were computer scored by 
the Data Processing Department of the East Baton Rouge 
Parish School Board and recorded on tapes which were stored 
at the Louisiana State University Computer Center.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
To answer the problem of this study, that is, are 
there any significant differences between magnet middle 
school students and neighborhood middle school students, 
two groups of dependent variables were researched. First, 
academic achievement variables were reading, language, 
spelling, and mathematics using the Metropolitan Achieve­
ment Test as a measuring instrument. Second, self concept 
variables included Teacher School Relationship, Inter­
personal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal 
Emotions, Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and 
Body Build. These were measured by Gordon's How I See 
Myself Scale.
The data were analyzed by an analysis of variance 
procedure i n a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3  (group x sex x race x grade) 
factorial arrangement of treatments. The analysis involved 
pretest scores compared to matching difference or change 
scores derived from the pretest and posttest scores. A 
.05 significance level was used for the probability at 
which the null hypotheses were rejected. The least squares 




In keeping with the statement of the problem, this 
analysis was limited to a presentation and description of 
significant main effects. In addition, only those signifi­
cant interactions which involved magnet and nonmagnet groups 
were included. Four-way interactions were omitted.
All tables referred to in this chapter were placed 
in appendices in order to present the results without inter­
ruptions by pages of tables. Tables for the analyses are 
reported in Appendix A, page 97). Note that the 2 x 2 x 2  
x 3 ANOVA tables for pretest scores of each dependent 
variable are presented first followed by the least squares 
pretest means tables for each significant effect. The 
2 x 2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA tables for change scores follow along 
with the least squares change means tables for each signifi­
cant effect. Metropolitan Achievement Test data tables are 
presented first followed by How I See Myself data tables.
The means and standard deviations for the main 
effects and interactions are in Appendix B, page 174, ex­
cept for the four-way interactions which were not included 
in this study. If no sign appears by the data, this indi­
cates an increase or gain. However, a negative sign before 
data, indicates a lose.
ANALYSIS OF DATA ON METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT
TEST SCORES
The first part of this study compared academic 




The ANOVA for reading pretest scores (Table 1) 
indicated significant main effects for group (F = 9.72), 
grade (F = 68.62), and race (F = 133.47). There were no 
significant main effects on the change scores (Table 5).
A further look at the pretest means for magnet and 
nonmagnet groups (Table 2) showed the magnet group was 
significantly higher (p <.0019) on reading (x = 93.89) 
than the nonmagnet group (x = 90.99). An ANOVA of change 
scores (Table 5) indicated no significant difference be­
tween the two groups leading to the conclusion that similar 
differences existed between the groups at the time of post­
test compared to pretest.
The means of pretest scores for grade levels 
(Table 3) showed significant differences (£ <.0001) be­
tween grade 6 (x = 85.61), grade 7 (x = 93.41), and grade 
8 (x = 98.29). Again, as was indicated in the group data, 
the change scores for grades (Table 5) indicated no sig­
nificant differences between grade levels. Hence, similar 
differences existed between grades at the end of the ex­
perimental period as were found at the beginning.
The greatest difference in reading pretest scores 
occurred between black and white subjects (Table 4, 
£<.0001). Black students were significantly lower (x = 
87.07) than white students (x = 97.81). Again, the ANOVA
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of change scores (Table 5) showed that comparable dif­
ferences existed at the end of the testing period.
Data for the main effect for sex indicated that 
boys and girls did not score significantly different in 
reading achievement at the beginning of the test period 
(Table 1). In addition, one group did not gain over the 
other during the test period (Table 5).
While there were no significant interaction effects 
on pretest data (Table 1), ANOVA of reading change scores 
(Table 5) revealed a group x grade interaction (F = 6.22). 
The means for group x grade change scores (Table 6) showed 
a significant difference between sixth graders (£<.0261). 
Nonmagnet sixth graders had a higher mean change (x = 5.74) 
than magnet sixth graders (x = 3.68). However, this was 
reversed among seventh graders (£<.0089). Nomagnet seventh 
graders had a lower mean change (x = 4.93) than magnet 
seventh graders (x = 7.87). There was no significant 
change in either group of eighth graders.
In summary, while there were significant differences 
in reading achievement for the pretest main effects of 
group, grade, and race, change scores data indicated these 
main effects were not significantly different at the end 
of the testing period. In other words, the differences at 
the beginning of the testing period remained the same at 
the end of the testing period. However, there was one 
significant interaction change, group x grade. Nonmagnet 
sixth graders outgained magnet sixth graders in reading
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achievement, but magnet seventh graders outgained non­
magnet seventh graders.
Language
Pretest ANOVA indicated all four main effects for 
language were significant (Table 7). They were: group
(F = 15.51), grade (F = 30.45), sex (F = 10.04), and race 
(F = 131.92). There were no significant main effects in 
the change data (Table 12).
Significant differences (£<.0001) were indicated 
between the pretest means of the two groups (Table 8). 
Nonmagnet students had a lower mean (x = 96.47) than 
magnet students (x = 100.10). There was, however, no 
significant difference in the change scores (Table 12) 
indicating that similar differences between groups continued 
to be present at the end of the testing period.
Likewise, there were significant differences 
(£<.0001) between the pretest scores of the three grade 
levels (Table 9). Grade six (x = 93.70) scores signifi­
cantly lower than either grade seven (x = 99.80) or grade 
eight (x = 101.37). But, there were no significant dif­
ferences among grades in change scores (Table 12). Hence, 
differences which were present among grades during pretest 
were extant during posttest.
The means of pretest scores for sex (Table 10) 
showed significant differences (£<.0016) between boys 
(x = 96.83) and girls (x = 9.9.75). Again, the ANOVA of
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change scores (Table 12) indicated no significant differ­
ences between boys and girls. Hence, language achievement 
was not significantly altered among boys and girls during 
the experimental period.
A look at the pretest means for race (Table 11) 
showed blacks were significantly lower (jd <.0001) in 
language achievement (x = 93.00) than whites (x = 103.58). 
However, ANOVA for change scores (Table 12) indicated no 
significant differences between races. So the disparity 
in language prevailed at the time of posttesting. There 
were no significant interactions for language either at 
the time of pretest (Table 7) or posttest (Table 12).
In summary, there were no significant main effects 
on language achievement at the end of the experimental 
period. The pretest differences which were significant 
among groups, grades, sexes, and races were not altered 
at the time of posttesting. Significant interaction 
effects on language were not indicated at either pre­
testing or posttesting.
Spelling
All four main effects of the ANOVA for spelling 
pretest scores (Table 13) were significant. They were: 
group (F = 13.50), grade (F = 54.51), sex (F = 11.62), and 
race (F = 14.10)„ Grade was the only significant main 
effect on the ANOVA change scores (Table 18, F = 4.53).
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The pretest data for group differences (Table 14) 
were significant (£ <.003). The magnet group had a higher 
mean (x = 96.08) than the nonmagnet group (x = 92.53).
Since there was not a significant change between the magnet 
and nonmagnet groups (Table 18), similar main effects for 
group prevailed throughout the interval between testing.
There were significant differences (£<.0001) be­
tween pretest scores among grades (Table 15). Sixth grad­
ers had a lower pretest mean (x = 88.05) than seventh 
graders (x = 94.83). Eighth graders had a higher pretest 
mean (x = 100.03) than sixth or seventh graders.
A study of mean changes (Table 19), however, re­
vealed a different pattern of significant differences.
While there was no significant difference between sixth 
graders (x = 6.85) and seventh graders (x = 6.83), eighth 
graders had a mean change (x - 4.23) significantly less 
than either sixth graders (£<.0048) or seventh graders 
(£<.0089). This indicated sixth graders gained during 
the year so they were comparable to seventh graders. How­
ever, eighth graders did not gain as much as either sixth 
or seventh graders and differed significantly to both 
grades.
The pretest ANOVA for the main effect of sex was 
also significant (Table 16). The pretest mean for boys 
(x = 92.66) was significantly lower (£<.0007) than the 
mean for girls (x = 95.95). The ANOVA for spelling changes 
(Table 18) among boys and girls showed no significant
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difference, an indication that a similar difference pre­
vailed at the time of posttest compared to pretest.
Likewise, there were significant pretest means 
(£<.0002) for race (Table 17) with blacks scoring lower 
(x = 92.49) than whites (x = 96,12). Again, there was not 
a significant difference for change scores for race (Table 
18) indicating similar main effects of race at the end of 
the experimental time compared to the beginning.
There were no significant -interaction effects on 
spelling pretest scores (Table 13). However, there was a 
significant interaction effect on the change scores for 
group x grade (Table 18, F = 8.47). Since the pretest 
analysis showed no significant interaction for group x 
grade, this indicated some change during the time span 
between tests. Specifically, data (Table 20) indicated 
nonmagnet sixth graders (£ <.0118) gained more (x = 8.13) 
than magnet sixth graders (x = 5.56). The reverse, however, 
occurred between seventh graders, i.e., nonmagnet seventh 
graders (£<.0019) gained less (x = 4.90) than magnet 
seventh graders (x = 8.75).
In summary, data indicated no significant main 
effect changes on spelling during the experimental period 
for group, sex, and race. However, there were significant 
differences for the main effect of grade levels. While 
grades six, seven, and eight pretested significatnly dif­
ferent from each other, their change scores indicated grade 
six gained sufficiently enough so as not to be significantly
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different to grades seven and eight. Grade eight gained 
less so that it significantly differed to grades six and 
seven.
In addition, the only significant interaction 
effect for spelling was found in group x grade. During 
the experimental period, nonmagnet sixth graders outgained 
magnet sixth graders while magnet seventh graders outgained 
nonmagnet seventh graders.
Mathematics
The significant main effects noted in the pretest 
ANOVA (Table 21) for mathematics achievement were group 
(F = 4.12), grade (F = 92.19), and race (F = 154.67). The 
only significant main effect found in the change scores 
ANOVA (Table 25) was for grade (F = 10.56). The main 
effect of sex was not significant in either pretest or 
change analysis.
Further study of the pretest means for groups 
(Table 22) pointed out a slightly significant difference 
(£<.0428) in mathematical achievement between magnet stu­
dents (x = 99.97) and nonmagent students (x = 98.33).
Since the change scores displayed no significant main effect 
for magnet and nonmagnet groups (Table 25), it may be con­
cluded that corresponding differences existed during the 
pretest to posttest interval.
Pretest means of differences among grades (Table 
23) pointed out significant differences (£<,.0001) between
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grade six (x = 92.17) and both grade seven (x = 101.77) 
and grade eight (x = 103.51). Change means (Table 26) 
revealed a significant difference (£<.0001) between grade 
seven with a lower mean gain (x = 5.38) compared to grade 
six (x = 7.87) and grade eight (x = 8.23) both of which 
had mean gains.
Again, a similar pattern of significant differences 
was seen in the effect of race on mathematics achievement. 
Pretest means (Table 24) showed a significant difference 
(£<.0001) between blacks (x = 94.14) and whites (x = 104.16). 
The disparity between races remained at the time of post­
testing since no significant differences appeared in the 
change scores ANOVA (Table 25).
There were no significant interaction effects on 
mathematics pretest scores (Table 21). However, there 
was one interaction in the change scores (Table 25) involv­
ing groups: group x grade x sex (F = 3.04). A look at
this three-way change interaction (Table 27), indicated 
that nonmagnet sixth grade boys (x = 8.88) had a slightly 
significant (£<.0493) gain over magnet sixth grade boys 
(x = 6.53). But the reverse pattern was noted among the 
two groups of seventh grade boys (£<.0424). Nonmagnet 
seventh grade boys had a smaller gain (x = 4.13) than 
magnet seventh grade boys (x = 7.06).
By way of summary, it may be noted than in mathe­
matics achievement, the main effects of group and race as 
seen in the pretest ANOVA were unchanged at the time of
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posttesting. This indicated that the differences at the 
beginning of the testing period remained the same at the 
end of the testing period. The main effect of sex was not 
significant in either analysis. However, the main effect 
of grade was significantly different in both pretest and 
change scores analyses. Seventh graders gained signifi­
cantly less in math than sixth or eighth graders when com­
pared with pretest means.
The only significant interaction was group x grade 
x sex as noted in the ANOVA of change scores. While the 
nonmagnet sixth grade boys outgained their magnet counter­
parts, the magnet seventh grade boys outgained their non­
magnet counterparts.
ANALYSIS OF DATA ON HOW I SEE MYSELF 
VARIABLES
The second part of this study dealt with self 
concept variables. They were: Teacher School Relation­
ship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, 
Personal Emotions, Physical Appearance, and Physical 
Adequacy and Body Build.
Teacher School Relationship
There were three significant main effects on the 
pretest ANOVA data (Table 28) of Teacher School Relation­
ship: grade (F = 6.42), race (F = 9.06), and sex (F =
26.19). These main effects were not significantly different 
on the ANOVA of change scores (Table 32).
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The remaining main effect, group, -was the most 
important difference among main effects. While there was 
no significant difference among magnet and nonmagnet groups 
on the pretest data (Table 28) for this variable, a signifi­
cant difference (£ <. 0129) showed up in the change scores 
analysis (Table 32, F = 6.21). Both groups, nonmagnet and 
magnet, expressed negative changes in Teacher School Re­
lationship rather than positive changes (Table 33). How­
ever, the nonmagnet group had a smaller mean change (x = 
-0.97) than the magnet group (x = -1.83).
Pretest analysis for the main effect of grade 
levels (Table 29) suggested a significant difference 
(£<.0005) between grade eight (x = 20.28) and grade six 
(x = 21.54). Also, there was a significant difference 
(£<.0034) between grade eight (x = 20.28) and grade seven 
(x = 21.42). Change score means (Table 32) suggested no 
significant differences existed between grade levels.
Hence, Teacher School Relationship was not significantly 
altered among grades during the experimental period.
The means table of pretest scores for race (Table 
30) showed significant differences (£<.0027) between 
blacks (x = 21.52) and whites (x = 20.64). Again, the 
ANOVA of change scores (Table 32) expressed no significant 
differences between blacks and whites. Therefore, the more 
positive pretest Teacher School Relationship report among 
blacks when compared to whites was extant at posttest.
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A look at the pretest means for the main effect of 
sex (Table 31) indicated a significant difference (£<^.0001). 
Boys had a less positive Teacher School Relationship 
(x = 20.33) when compared to girls (x = 21.83). As was 
true of the main effects of grade and race, there was no 
main effect for sex in the change scores ANOVA (Table 32). 
Girls maintained more positive Teacher School Relationship 
feelings compared to boys during the testing period.
There were no significant interaction effects in 
the pretest analysis, but a first order interaction appeared 
in the change data (Table 32). It was group x race (F = 
8.86). All the significant differences among the group x 
race interactions involved negative changes on Teacher 
School Relationship compared to pretest feelings (Table 34). 
The largest significant loss (£<.0011) was in magnet black 
students (x = -2.18) compared to the smallest loss among 
nonmagent black students (x = -0.31). There were no sig­
nificant differences in the losses between magnet whites 
(x = -1.48) and nonmagnet whites (x = -1.64).
In summary, the main effects of grade, race, and 
sex on Teacher School Relationship were not changed during 
the testing period. However, the main effect of group was 
significantly altered from pretest to posttest. Both 
nonmagnet and magnet studetns felt less positive about 
their teacher school relations at the end of the testing 
period than at the beginning, but the important difference
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was that magnet students felt significantly less positive 
than nonmagnet students.
The group x race interaction specifically identified 
magnet black students as sustaining significantly less 
positive feelings than nonmagnet blacks. The magnet and 
nonmagnet white students' Teacher School Relationship feel­
ings remained stable throughout the testing period.
Interpersonal Adequacy
There were two significant main effects in the pre­
test data which were also significant in the change scores 
data. Pretest F values for these main effects (Table 35) 
were: grade (F = 7.59) and race (F = 9.61). Change scores
F values (Table 38) were: grade (F = A.88) and race (F =
3.88). Two main effects, group and sex, were not signifi­
cant on either the pretest or change data.
A perusal of the pretest means for grades (Table 36) 
indicated a sienificantly different (p <.0002) perception 
of Interpersonal Adequacy among eighth graders (x = 66.22) 
than sixth graders (x = 69.62). Also, they were signifi­
cantly different (p <.0009) to seventh graders (x = 69.50). 
On the other hand, mean changes (Table 39) indicated eighth 
graders (x = 1.00) gained significantly (£<.0048) when 
compared to negative losses among sixth graders (x = -1.98). 
They were also significantly different (£ <.0044) to seventh 
graders (x = -2,21).
Pretest means (Table 37) showed white students had 
a significantly (£<.0020) lower score (x = 67.30) than
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blacks (x = 69.59) for this variable. Mean changes (Table 
40) showed white students with a slightly significant 
(^<.0491) loss (x = -1.89) greater than black students 
(x = -0.23).
A three-way interaction, group x race x sex, showed 
up on the change data as significant (Table 38, F = 15.48). 
A close look at the change means (Table 41) identified as 
significant (p <.0117) the nonmagnet black boys who had a 
negative mean change (x = -4.05) compared with magnet black 
boys who had a positive means change (x = 1.46) in Inter­
personal Adequacy.
There was a slightly significant difference 
(p<.0464) between nonmagnet black girls (x = 2.62) who 
gained over magnet black girls (x = -0.93). Nonmagnet 
white girls (x = -4.65) were significantly different 
(p <.0005) to magnet white girls (x = -0.25). There were 
no significant differences among magnet and nonmagnet white 
boys.
Another triple interaction appeared in the change 
data which did not appear significant at pretest. That 
interaction was group x grade x race (F = 4.13, Table 38). 
While there were many significant differences, most of 
which had no bearing on the major problem in this study, 
there were two comparisons between magnet and nonmagnet 
groups of interest (Table 42). Magnet seventh grade whites 
(x = 0.12) with a slight positive change were significantly 
different (p<.0001) to nonmagnet seventh grade whites
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(x = -6.22) who sustained a large negative change. Also, 
magnet eighth grade blacks (x = 5.31) indicated a positive 
change (£<.0025) while nonmagnet eighth grade whites 
(x = -3.16) had a negative change in Interpersonal Adequacy 
feelings.
In summing up differences in the Interpersonal 
Adequacy variable, it was noted that while eighth graders 
scored lowest on the pretest, they were the only grade to 
change positively on change scores. Black students pre­
tested higher than white students, and they sustained a 
smaller negative change than whites.
An interaction between group x race x sex showed no 
significant differences on pretest means but changes were 
pinpointed at the end of the test period in a significant 
difference between nonmagnet black boys who lost positive 
feelings of Interpersonal Adequacy and magnet black boys 
who gained positive feelings. This was reversed among 
nonmagnet black girls who changed significantly compared 
to magnet black girls who sustained a loss in the variable. 
Among white girls, both groups sustained change losses.
The nonmagnet girls had a significantly greater loss than 
magnet girls. There were no changes among white boys in 
either group.
The group x grade x race interaction indicated no 
significant differences on pretest ANOVA but a major dif­
ference showed up on the change ANOVA among magnet eighth 
grade blacks who had a positive gain compared to eighth
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grade whites who sustained a change loss. Other interest­
ing comparisons between magnet and nonmagnet groups indicated 
nonmagnet seventh grade whites lost significantly more in 
their feelings of Interpersonal Adequacy than magnet seventh 
grade blacks and whites.
Academic Adequacy
Pretest data on Academic Adequacy (Table 43) ex­
hibited no significant differences for any main effects or 
interactions. Change scores ANOVA (Table 44) set forth two 
main effects and one interaction. They were: group (F =
5.34) , grade (F = 3.25) , and group x race x sex (F = 4.04).
Feelings about academic adequacy at pretest were 
not significantly different among magnet and nonmagnet 
students (Table 43). However, during the test interval 
(Table 45) those feelings significantly altered (£ <.0211) 
so that magnet students (x = -1.86) registered a greater 
negative change than nonmagnet students (x = -0.88).
While different grade levels felt relatively alike 
about Academic Adequacy at pretest, there was a significant 
change (jd <.0113) in those feelings at posttest (Table 46) 
between seventh graders (x = -2.07) and eight graders 
(x = 0.63) .
A significant interaction in the change ANOVA 
which was not significant at pretest was group x race x 
sex (Table 47). There was a difference between nonmagnet 
and magnet black girls (£<.0109). Nonmagnet black girls
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changed positively (x = 0.29) in their perception of Aca­
demic Adequacy compared to their magnet counterparts 
(x = -1.99) who sustained a negative change. In addition, 
there was a slightly significant difference between white 
boys (£<.0475). Nonmagnet white boys changed less nega­
tively (x = -0.86) than their magnet counterparts (x = 
-2.24). While the other magnet and nonmagnet comparison 
groups, i.e., black boys and white girls, all sustained 
negative changes, they were not significant.
By way of summary , it may be noted that there were 
no significantly altered feelings about academic adequacy 
for the main effects of race or sex during the testing 
period. But there were some significant differences for 
the main effects of group and grade. As was true with 
Teacher School Relationship, nonmagnet students and magnet 
students sustained less positive feelings about Academic 
Adequacy at the end of the testing period than at the be­
ginning. The same sequence appeared in both variables: 
magnet students felt significantly less positive than non­
magnet students. The older students, eighth graders, 
suffered less negative change about Academic Adequacy than 
the younger students, sixth and seventh graders.
A further identification was pinpointed in a second 
order interaction. Both nonmagnet black girls and non­
magnet white boys lost significantly less positive feelings 
than their magnet counterparts.
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Autonomy
The ANOVA for Autonomy pretest scores (Table 48) 
indicated significant main effects for grade (F = 4.15) 
and race (F = 4.05). There were no significant main effects 
on the change scores (Table 52).
Further study of pretest means for grade levels 
(Table 49) showed a significant difference (£<.0061) be­
tween eighth graders with a lower mean (x = 28.81) than 
sixth graders (x = 30.15). There was also a significant 
difference (£ <.0149) between eighth graders and seventh 
graders (x = 30.08). Since there was no significant mean 
change for grade levels, this indicated that similar dif­
ferences existed at the end of the experimental period.
Pretest means for race (Table 50) indicated a 
slightly significant difference (£<.0446) between blacks 
(x = 30.07) and whites (x = 29.28). Because race was not 
a significant main effect on change scores , it may be con­
cluded that a comparable difference existed at the end of 
testing period.
There was a significant two-way interaction on the 
pretest ANOVA (Table 48), group x race (F = 3.93). It was 
also significant (F = 4.66) on change ANOVA (Table 52).
Pretest group x race means (Table 51) showed magnet 
black students (x = 30.75) significantly (£<.0366) more 
positive about Autonomy than nonmagnet black students 
(x = 29.39). However, change means (Table 53) showed mag­
net blacks with a slight significantly (£<.0432) higher
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negative change (x = -1.57) than nonmagnet blacks (x = 
-0.16). There were no significant differences between non­
magnet and magnet whites on either ANOVA.
Two three-way interactions showed up on the change 
ANOVA (Table 52), group x grade x race (F = 3.96) and group 
x race x sex (F = 5.48). This was indicative of signifi­
cant changes during the testing period.
In most of the significant differences between mag­
net and nonmagnet students on the 'group x grade x race 
interaction (Table 54), nonmagnet students had smaller 
negative changes or positive changes compared to magnet 
students, i.e., nonmagnet sixth grade whites (x = -0.24) 
had a smaller mean change than either magnet sixth grade 
blacks (x = -1.93) or magnet seventh grade blacks (x = 
-2.47); nonmagnet seventh grade blacks (x = 0.20) had a 
positive gain compared to magnet seventh grade blacks 
(x = -2.47); nonmagnet eighth grade blacks (x = 0.55) had 
a positive change compared to magnet sixth grade blacks 
(x = -1.93) and magnet seventh grade blacks (x = -2.47).
There was one notable exception: nonmagnet seventh
grade whites (x = -3.08) had a significantly greater nega­
tive change than any magnet comparison groups, i.e., magnet 
sixth grade whites (x = -1.27), magnet seventh grade whites 
(x = -1.05) , magnet eighth grade blacks (x = -0.30) , and 
magnet eighth grade whites (x = -1.42).
The second three-way interaction was group x race x 
sex (Table 55). Again, a nonmagnet group changed positively
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compared to four magnet groups, i.e., nonmagnet black 
girls (x = 0.80) compared to magnet black boys (x = -1.52) 
and girls (x = -1.62); magnet white boys (x = -1.74) and 
girls (x = -0.76).
By way of summary, there were grade and race dif­
ferences with regard to self report on Autonomy at the be­
ginning of the test period. These differences were not 
significantly altered at the end of the test period.
Blacks scored higher than whites and sixth graders scored 
higher than seventh and eighth graders. There were no 
group or sex differences.
While magnet black students registered more positive 
feelings than nonmagnet blacks at the beginning of the ex­
perimental period, they also experienced a greater negative 
change during the year.
There were no differences among magnet and non­
magnet blacks and whites by grades or sex at the time of 
pretesting. There were some changes, however. Nonmagnet 
black girls gained positive feelings while all magnet 
groups sustained negative changes.
Personal Emotions
There were no significant main effects in either 
the pretest ANOVA or change scores ANOVA for Personal 
Emotions. However, there were some interesting inter­
actions .
First, the pretest ANOVA data (Table 56) indicated 
group x grade was significant (F = 3.30). There was a
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slight difference (p <.0481, Table 57) between nonmagnet 
seventh graders (x = 18.25) who scored less positive than 
magnet seventh graders (x = 19.27). This interaction was 
also significant on the change scores ANOVA (F = 3.15,
Table 59). A close look at the means (Table 60) indicated 
that the magnet and nonmagnet seventh graders neither gained 
nor lost at the end of the testing period. However, there 
was a significant difference (p <.0268) between nonmagnet 
sixth graders who reported a positive change (x = 0.21) 
compared to magnet sixth graders (x = -0.85).
Group x race was also significant on the pretest 
ANOVA (F = 6.60, Table 56). Pretest means (Table 58) re­
vealed nonmagnet black students scores significantly 
(p <.0341) less positive (x = 18.16) than magnet black 
students (x = 19.25). The change scores ANOVA reported no 
significant change (F = 1.80, Table 59) in this inter­
action. Therefore, the differences at the time of pretest 
scores remained constant at the time of posttest.
A three-way interaction was evident in the ANOVA 
of change scores, group x race x sex (F = 4.86, Table 59) 
which was not significant at the time of pretesting. 
According to the mean changes (Table 61), by the end of 
the testing period nonmagnet black girls had experienced 
a significantly (p <.0367) more positive change (x = 1.23) 
in Personal Emotions compared to magnet black girls who 
felt a negative change (x = -0.30).
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By way of summary, it appeared that the personal 
feelings of magnet sixth graders changed negatively during 
the year compared to a positive change among their nonmag­
net counterparts. More specifically, magnet black girls 
registered a negative change compared to a positive change 
among nonmagnet black girls.
Physical Appearance
The most important difference in the data on main 
effects was between magnet and nonmagnet groups. There was 
no significance in pretest scores (F = 1.46, Table 62), but 
change scores showed a significant difference (F = 12.94, 
Table 66). The magnet group (Table 67) registered a sig­
nificantly (£<.0003) positive gain (x = 0.69) while the 
nonmagnet group indicated a negative loss (x = -1.23).
Pretest ANOVA displayed three significant main 
effects (Table 62). They were: grade (F = 5.23), race
(F = 37.94), and sex (F = 9.78). Pretest means (Table 63) 
showed eighth graders significantly (£ <.0017) lower 
(x = 28.82) than sixth graders (x = 30.96). In addition, 
eighth graders were less positive than seventh graders 
(x = 30.72). However, this was reversed in the change data 
(Table 68) with grade eight (x = 0.71) showing a signifi­
cantly (£<.0108) positive gain compared with a negative 
loss among seventh graders (x = -1.11).
Blacks scored significantly (£<.0001) higher 
(x = 31.83) than whites (x = 28.50) on pretest means
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(Table 64). Since race was not a significant main effect 
in the change data (Table 66), this was an indication that 
the pretest differences were similar at the end of the 
testing period.
Boys (x = 31.01) scored significantly (p <.0018) 
higher than girls (x = 29.32) on pretest means (Table 65). 
Like the main effect for race, the main effect for sex was 
not significant in the change data (Table 66) indicating 
similar differences existed throughout the experimental 
period.
In a group x race x sex interaction on change scores 
(F = 17.17, Table 66) which was not significant at pretest 
time (F = 0.98, Table 62), two interesting changes were 
revealed. Magnet black boys (Table 69) had a significantly 
(p <.0109) positive change (x = 1.21) in this variable com­
pared to nonmagnet black boys (x - -2.30) who had a nega­
tive change. In like manner, magnet white girls had a sig­
nificantly (p<.0001) positive change (x = 1.82) compared 
to their nonmagnet counterparts (x = -2.94) who sustained 
a negative change.
In summarizing the data on Physical Appearance, it 
was noted that magnet students made positive changes com­
pared to negative changes among nonmagnet students. While 
eighth graders scored significantly lower on the pretest 
mean, they changed positively compared to negative changes 
among sixth and seventh graders. Also, magnet black boys 
gained positively while nonmagnet black boys changed
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negatively. Likewise, magnet white girls gained positively 
compared to the nonmagnet counterparts who changed 
negatively.
Physical Adequacy and Body Build
The ANOVA for pretest scores (Table 70) indicated 
only two main effects which were significant. They were 
grade (F = 4.05) and race (F = 17.99). There was no sig­
nificant difference in the pretest data between the magnet 
and nonmagnet groups. However, a significant difference 
(£ <.0059) between these groups was indicated in the change 
score ANOVA (F = 7.62, Table 73). While the nonmagnet 
group experienced a negative change (x = -0.74), the magnet 
group had a positive gain (x = 0.31, Table 74).
Although no other significant main effects showed 
up in the change data, two three-way interactions involving 
the two groups were significantly different. Since these 
interactions were not significant at pretest time, these 
data indicated significant changes occurred in the two 
groups during the testing period.
The first significant interaction was group x grade 
x sex (F = 5.11, Table 73). There was a significant dif­
ference (^<.0003) between nonmagnet and magnet seventh 
grade girls (Table 75). Nonmagnet seventh grade girls ex­
pressed a negative change (x = -2.32). However, magnet 
seventh grade girls indicated a positive change (x = 0.58). 
One other significant difference (£<.0001) among groups
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showed nonmagnet eighth grade boys had a negative change 
(x = -0.49) while magnet eighth grade boys had a positive 
change (x = 2.40).
Hence, in each of these groups where significant 
differences occurred, the magnet groups declared positive 
gains in feelings about their Physical Adequacy and Body 
Build while the two nonmagnet groups registered negative 
changes in their feelings.
The other significant change interaction was group 
x race x sex (F = 8.68, Table 73). Again, the nonmagnet 
groups experienced significant (Table 76, £<.0219) nega­
tive changes compared to magnet groups. Specifically, 
nonmagnet black boys had a negative change (x = -0.90) 
compared to magnet black boys (x = 1.34). Also, the data 
suggested that nonmagnet white girls had a significant 
(£<.0002) negative change (x = -1.78) compared to their 
magnet counterparts (x = 0.31).
In summary, with regard to their feelings about 
Physical Adequacy and Body Build, magnet students experi­
enced positive changes compared to nonmagnet students who 
expressed negative changes. Specifically, magnet black 
boys and magnet white girls reported positive changes in 
contrast to the nonmagnet counterparts who reported nega­
tive changes, It appeared that magnet sixth grade boys 
and magnet seventh grade girls recorded the most positive 




The data reported in this chapter indicated limited 
academic achievement changes occurred among magnet and non­
magnet students. There were no changes in language achieve­
ment among any groups. However, in reading and spelling, 
nonmagnet sixth graders raised their scores more than mag­
net sixth graders. Magnet seventh graders reversed this 
pattern because they raised their scores more than non­
magnet seventh graders. This same pattern of achievement 
was indicated in mathematics among sixth and seventh grade 
boys. At the end of the testing period, nonmagnet sixth 
grade boys scored higher in mathematics than their magnet 
counterparts. But again, the seventh grade boys reversed 
this pattern because the magnet seventh grade boys scored 
higher than their nonmagnet counterparts.
There were more changes in self concept factors than 
in academic achievement variables. Generally, self concept 
changes among both groups resulted in less positive feel­
ings. There was an overall movement toward the scale mid­
point in four out of seven self report variables. However, 
all groups still scored above the midpoint of each scale in 
spite of negative changes.
In feelings of Academic Adequacy, magnet students, 
black birls and white boys in particular, felt less posi­
tive than their nonmagnet partners. A related factor, 
Teacher School Relationship , followed this same pattern in
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that magnet students felt less positive than nonmagnet 
students.
In feelings of Autonomy, magnet black students had 
less positive feelings than nonmagnet black students. Non­
magnet black girls experienced a positive gain in this 
factor while all black and white magnet groups experienced 
a negative change. The changes among the groups by race 
and grade levels were mixed and did not follow a pattern.
While nonmagnet students generally felt more posi­
tive on Teacher School Relationship, Academic Adequacy, 
Autonomy, and Personal Emotions than magnet students, the 
reverse was indicated in the data for Physical Appearance 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build. That is, magnet 
students gained positively in these feelings compared to 
negative changes among nonmagnet students. Specifically, 
magnet black boys and magnet white girls scored more 
positive changes than their counterparts.
Chapter 5
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Magnet schools have become one of the major types 
of public alternative schools in the last decade. The re­
view of the literature regarding magnet schools has pointed 
out several reasons for their dramatic increase. The re­
view has also shown how limited the research of these 
schools has been with regard to their effectiveness in aca­
demic achievement and self concept development. This dearth 
of research was especially noted concerning magnet middle 
schools. This study was designed to augment the research 
in this area and also to give some indication of the effect 
of a specific magnet middle program at its inception.
To determine if there were significant differences 
among magnet and nonmagnet students, all of whom qualified 
for an academic magnet program, data on selected academic 
achievement variables and self report factors were collect­
ed and analyzed. A stratified random sample was drawn 
from two groups which comprised the population: students
who qualified and were accepted for entry into a magnet mid­
dle school and students who qualified for the same magnet 
middle school but were not selected for lack of facility 
space and were placed on a waiting list. As pointed out
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in the description of the population, there was a wide 
range within the population of this study given the ad­
missions requirements and the time element involved in 
applications.
Data was secured in a pretest-posttest sequence 
approximately eleven months apart by using the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test (Intermediate Form and Advanced Form) and 
Gordon's How I See Myself Scale. A factorial analysis of 
variance was used to identify the amount of variance in 
pretest data and in change scores data. School groups 
(magnet and nonmagnet), sex (male and female), race (black 
and white), and grade levels (six, seven, and eight) served 
as independent variables i n a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3  factorial 
arrangement of treatments.
After a careful analysis of the data as presented 
in Chapter 4, a summary of the results follow. Besides 
the main effect of group, data for the other main effects 
were presented and discussed because they are related to 
some interactions involving groups.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The following conclusions were drawn from an analy­
sis of the data with particular emphasis on significant 
changes with regard to main effects and interactions in­
volving the magnet and nonmagnet groups:
1. There was no significant change in reading, 
spelling, language, or mathematics achievement between
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magnet and nonmagnet groups.
2. There was a significant change in spelling 
and mathematics achievement between grade levels. There 
was no significant change in reading and language achieve­
ment between grade levels.
3. There was no significant change in reading, 
spelling, language, or mathematics achievement between 
boys and girls.
A. There was no significant change in reading, 
spelling, language, and mathematics achievement between 
black and white students.
5. There was a significant change in reading and 
spelling achievement between magnet and nonmagnet groups x 
grade levels. There was no significant change in language 
and mathematics achievement between magnet and nonmagnet 
groups x grade levels.
6. There was no significant change in reading, 
spelling, language, or mathematics achievement between 
magnet and nonmagnet groups x sex.
7. There was no significant change in reading, 
spelling, language, and mathematics achievement between 
magnet and nonmagnet groups x race.
8. There was a significant change in mathematics 
achievement between magnet and nonmagnet sixth and seventh 
grade boys. There was no significant change in reading, 
spelling, and language achievement between magnet and non­
magnet groups x grade x sex.
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9. There was no significant change in reading, 
spelling, language, and mathematics achievement between 
magnet and nonmagnet groups x grade x race.
10. There was no significant change in reading , 
spelling, language, and mathematics achievement between 
magnet and nonmagnet groups x sex x race.
11. There was a significant change in Teacher 
School Relationship, Academic Adequacy, Physical Appearance, 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build between magnet and 
nonmagnet groups. There was no significant change in 
Interpersonal Adequacy, Autonomy, and Personal Emotions 
between magnet and nonmagnet groups.
12. There was a significant change in Interpersonal 
Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, and Physical Appearance be­
tween grade levels. There was no significant change in 
Teacher School Relationship, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build between grade levels.
13. There was no significant change in any self 
concept variables between boys and girls.
14. There was a significant change in Interpersonal 
Adequacy between black and white students. There was no 
significant change in Teacher School Relationship, Academic 
Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, Physical Appearance, 
and Physical Adequacy and Body Build between black and 
white students.
15. There was a significant change in Personal 
Emotions between magnet and nonmagnet groups x grade.
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There was no significant change in Teacher School Relation­
ship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy and Body 
Build between magnet and nonmagnet groups x grade.
16. There was no significant change in any self 
concept variables between magnet and nonmagnet groups x 
sex.
17. There was a significant change in Teacher School 
Relationship and Autonomy between magnet and nonmagnet 
groups x race. There was no significant change in Inter­
personal Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Personal Emotions, 
Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and Body Build 
between magnet and nonmagnet groups x race.
18. There was a significant change in Physical 
Adequacy and Body Build between magnet and nonmagnet 
groups x grade x sex. There was no significant change in 
Teacher School Relationship, Interpersonal Adequacy, Aca­
demic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions, and Physical 
Appearance between magnet and nonmagnet groups x grade x 
sex.
19. There was a significant change in Interpersonal 
Adequacy and Autonomy between magnet and nonmagnet groups
x grade x race. There was no significant change in Teacher 
School Relationship, Academic Adequacy, Personal Emotions, 
Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and Body Build 
between magnet and nonmagnet groups x grade x race.
20. There was a significant change in Interpersonal 
Adequacy, Academic Adequacy, Autonomy, Personal Emotions,
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Physical Appearance, and Physical Adequacy and Body Build 
between magnet and nonmagnet groups x sex x race. There 
was no significant change in Teacher School Relationship 
between magnet and nonmagnet groups x sex x race.
DISCUSSION
There were significant pretest differences between 
groups in all academic variables with the magnet group 
scoring higher than the nonmagnet group. It is noteworthy 
that the pretest difference in mathematics was just barely 
significant (£<.0428). Since both groups of students knew 
of their selection or nonselection for the new school prior 
to the pretest administration, an affective effect on test 
performance was possible although the How I See Myself data 
indicated no pretest differences in feelings about any of 
the self concept variables. It is probable, too, that the 
manner in which applicants were selected effected academic 
achievement, i.e., early applicants who qualified before 
an initial deadline may have been students who were most 
eager and most motivated to be in a highly structured aca­
demic program and who also may have been the most talented 
academically.
The most important finding concerning academic 
achievement was that there were no significant changes in 
any academic variables at the end of the testing period com­
pared to the pretest data of either group. In other words, 
the environment of the neighborhood schools did not close
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the gap in achievement between the two groups, and the 
magnet school environment enabled magnet students to main­
tain comparable higher scores. There were no significant 
gains and there were no significant losses by either group.
In two academic variables, reading and spelling, it 
appeared that grade levels, an approximation of age, had 
some influence on the magnet and nonmagnet groups. While 
there were no significant differences between groups in the 
pretest data, the change data indicated that the younger 
nonmagnet students, sixth graders, scored higher than their 
magnet counterparts. This pattern was reversed among 
seventh graders , however, in that nonmagnet seventh graders 
scored lower than their magnet counterparts.
This same pattern of achievement was noted in a 
group x grade x sex interaction in mathematics change data. 
That is, the younger nonmagnet boys, sixth graders, scored 
higher than their magnet counterparts. This pattern was 
reversed among seventh grade boys. Nonmagnet seventh grade 
boys scored lower than their magnet counterparts.
A corroborating group x grade interaction in the 
Personal Emotions change data indicated this same pattern 
of feelings about self-confidence, emotional control, and 
tension. Magnet sixth graders felt less positive with re­
gard to Personal Emotions at the end of the experimental 
period than nonmagnet sixth graders. On the other hand, 
magnet seventh graders felt more positive than nonmagnet 
seventh graders.
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It is possible that all sixth graders who made the 
transition from self-contained elementary classrooms to 
departmentalized middle school instruction experienced some 
environmental shock that effected academic achievement.
In addition to this new organizational pattern, magnet stu­
dents were bussed outside their familiar neighborhoods to 
a new school with few or no friends from their previous 
schools and neighborhoods. The latter would not have been 
the case with most nonmagnet students. Perhaps seventh 
graders, many of whom had already been in departmentalized 
schools when they were sixth graders, adjusted more readily 
to their magnet environment than the sixth graders and 
stayed ahead of their nonmagnet counterparts in a highly 
structured fundamental program of studies.
One of the interesting aspects of the academic 
achievement data was found not so much in the few differ­
ences that were indicated in the change data but in the lack 
of differences in the change data. Some expected differ­
ences in achievement were noted in the pretest data for 
grade, race, and sex. But it was noteworthy that the ma­
jority of main effects and interactions did not differ sig­
nificantly in the change data. Therefore, the differences 
at the time of pretest remained extant in both groups at 
the end of the testing period. In essence, neither magnet 
nor nonmagnet environments effected many changes in aca­
demic achievement. Instead, the pretest differences were 
held almost constant at posttest time.
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While there were pretest differences in the academic 
data between the magnet and nonmagnet groups, there were no 
differences in the pretest data of any of the self concept 
variables. However, change data indicated significant 
differences between these groups in four of the seven 
variables.
Both groups felt less positive about their Teacher 
School Relationship and Academic Adequacy, both of which 
related to academic performance, at the end of the testing 
period than at the beginning. Magnet students registered 
greater negative changes than nonmagnet students. A group 
x race interaction indicated that it was among the magnet 
black students that negative feelings accrued in the 
Teacher School Relationship factor. Also, a group x race 
x sex interaction indicated that magnet black girls and 
magnet white boys felt more negative about Academic Ade­
quacy than their nonmagnet counterparts.
The rigorous fundamental program at the magnet 
school plus stiffer competition among a more homogeneous 
group of students than they had experienced in their 
neighborhood schools may account for this larger negative 
change among magnet black students even though their aca­
demic achievement stayed ahead of the nonmagnet group's 
achievement. In addition, some of the magnet black stu­
dents had not been in an integrated school prior to the 
magnet school experience and may have felt the pressure of 
competition with white peers very keenly. Many magnet
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students , both black and white , had been leaders in their 
neighborhood schools and the top academicians, but at the 
magnet school, they were in competition with a more homo­
geneous group and may have found it unsettling in their 
feelings of academic adequacy and relationships to the 
teachers and school.
This pattern was reversed between groups on two 
other variables, Physical Appearance and Physical Adequacy 
and Body Build, both of which concrerned feelings about the 
physical self. The change data indicated magnet students 
felt more positive while nonmagnet students felt a nega­
tive change. Group interactions indicated the magnet black 
boys and magnet white girls were the students who felt 
most positive.
The magnet school, unlike all neighborhood middle 
schools, had no interschool sports competition, but they 
did have a strong intramural sports program. Every student 
competed in the intramural activities. In addition, there 
was strong emphasis in physical education classes on 
building a positive self-image by caring for the physical 
self. Nine weeks of classroom instruction on health, body 
care, grooming, nutrition, and disease were required of all 
magnet students. Programs in aerobics and gymnastics were 
extremely popular with students. In neighborhood schools, 
traditional physical education courses emphasized team 
sports in competition with other schools and less emphasis 
on intramural sports.
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While there was no main effect of group on feelings 
of Autonomy, there was an interesting interaction. Magnet 
black students felt more positive than nonmagnet blacks 
with regard to Autonomy at the beginning of the testing 
period, but this was reversed by the end of the testing 
period. Magnet black students experienced a greater nega­
tive change than nonmagnet black students. Generally, in 
the significant interactions identified by race and sex or 
race and grade , magnet students felt a greater negative 
change than nonmagnet students. Since the magnet school 
was based on a fundamental academic philosophy, standards 
of excellence were more difficult to achieve generally 
than in neighborhood schools. Peer competition was keen.
If "skimming" occurs in magnet schools, as some critics 
have claimed, then competition is concentrated. This compe­
tition in an environment of high academic standards, at 
least for some magnet students, appeared not to support 
their pretest feelings of competency, independence, and 
organization.
Generally, changes in all self concept factors 
indicated a shift toward less positive feelings both among 
the magnet and nonmagnet students. Also, blacks generally 
had more positive or smaller negative changes than white 
students. In all self report factors, all comparison 
groups on both tests scored above the midpoint scores, 
i.e., they scored more positive than negative.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In view of their short history, empirical research 
of magnet schools is very limited. There is a need for 
studies in every area related to them from their origins to 
their effectiveness and impact as a contemporary educational 
option.
Identification of magnet schools as one facet of 
contemporary alternative schools is still in the process 
of evolving because of their recent origin and rapid growth. 
In spite of their continued development, typology studies 
are needed now. It is highly probable that magnet schools 
vary enormously with reasons for origin, purposes for estab­
lishment, and goals to be accomplished. It is also likely 
that these factors are interwoven with complex national 
and local political, social, cultural, and educational 
issues. Nonetheless, typology research, in addition to 
the few studies already published, is needed on a broad 
regional scale as well as on a state and local district 
level. One cannot help being struck with the diversity of 
magnet schools across the nation , many of which are not 
even labeled as magnets. Comparing and reviewing research 
is difficult because of the lack of a recognized classifi­
cation and terminology associated with magnets, alterna­
tives, and options.
The basic problem investigated in this study, i.e., 
are there any measurable differences in magnet and nonmagnet
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student outcomes, needs to be replicated. The variables 
measured in this project, academic achievement and self 
concept factors , are appropriate for resarch in any magnet 
setting. Replication studies of other magnet middle school 
programs established in the school district in which this 
study was conducted are needed. This research indicated 
that sixth grade students were especially effected during 
their transition year from elementary school to middle 
school. A study of the effect of an enriched counseling 
program in a highly competitive magnet situation is 
recommended.
If magnet students have differences in academic 
achievement, self report or any other outcomes studies, a 
logical question for investigation is , in which kinds of 
magnet programs are students most successful? Included 
here is the need to compare the effects of part-time and 
full-time magnet programs; elementary, middle and high 
school levels of schools; various types of organizational 
structures found in magnet schools; and different curri­
cular emphases of magnet schools.
Closely related to the identification of the magnet 
programs that lead to differences in student outcomes is 
another problem. Are there measurable differences in the 
characteristics of magnet schools compared to nonmagnet 
schools? Student perceptions of satisfaction with school 
in several areas such as social experiences, organizational 
or authority structures, participation in classroom
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decisions and school tasks, and student and teacher per­
ceptions of instructional practices are needed.
Nonconventional or innovative programs need to go 
through a period of development. Evaluation at the end 
of the first year of a new program, such as the one investi­
gated in this study, is not sufficient. Therefore, a 
longitudinal study of this magnet school is recommended.
Of particular interest in such a study would be the effects 
over time on academic achievement and self concept develop­
ment using the same independent variables, i.e., group, 
sex, race, and grade levels. Besides these variables, 
others of interest are students who are disadvantaged com­
pared with students who are not disadvantaged and black 
and white students who had no prior experience in integrated 
school settings compared to black and white students who 
had already been in integrated schools.
A rather large body of educational research exists 
which attempts to establish relationships between self con­
cept and academic achievement. Since magnet schools are 
relatively new, correlational studies of this nature among 
magnet students is recommended.
In view of the limitations of affective measuring 
instruments, new ones need to be developed. There is a 
need for instruments geared to specific magnet school goals 
and objectives.
One of the criticisms of academic magnet programs 
such as the one investigated in this study is "skimming,"
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i.e., many of the students who leave neighborhood schools 
to enter magnet programs are the top academic students 
and/or have active leadership roles in extracurricular 
activities. This, according to the critics, causes neigh­
borhood schools to sustain losses that are damaging to 
them. Therefore, there is a need for empirical studies to 
determine exactly who is attracted to magnet programs.
This would involve the social status of magnet students 
and their families particularly socioeconomic and education­
al levels of parents. Other sociological data might in­
clude family and student aspirations and family authority 
patterns.
Not only is research recommended to investigate 
which classes of students are attracted to magnet schools, 
but studies are also recommended to determine what attracts 
teachers to magnet programs.
Since magnet schools have been used widely as a 
desegregation strategy, expanded research needs to be con­
ducted to determine how effective they are in that respect. 
Some factors to be researched include how effective they 
are in attracting minorities according to various curricular 
emphases, grade levels, site locations, and organizational 
structures.
It appears at this time that magnet schools along 
with other types of alternative schools have become more 
than an educational fad. They are now an important part
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of many large school districts across the nation and are 
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Analysis of Varinace for MAT Reading
Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 1088.71 9.72*
Grade 2 15377.05 68.62*
Sex 1 103.62 0.92
Race 1 14953.64 133.47*
Group X Grade 2 31.17 0.14
Group X Sex 1 2.90 0.03
Group X Race 1 8.67 0.08
Grade X Sex 2 418.55 1.87
Grade X Race 2 69.40 0.31
Sex x Race 1 99.69 0.89
Group X Gr ade x Sex 2 28.65 0.13
Group X Grade x Race 2 212.97 0.95
Group X Sex x Race 1 8.61 0.08
Grade X Sex x Race 2 185.61 0.83











Nonmagnet Group 90.99 0.71
Magnet Group 93.89 0.60
100
Table 3






Grade 6 85.61 0.64
Grade 7 93.41 0.76
Grade 8 98.29 0.97
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Table 4






Black Students 87.07 0.77
White Students 97.81 0.52
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Table 5
Analysis of Variance for MAT Reading 
Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 61.00 1.05
Grade 2 343.04 2.92
Sex 1 67.40 1.15
Race 1 15.35 0.26
Group x Grade 2 730.98 6.22*
Group x Sex 1 17.39 0.30
Group x Race 1 1.74 0.03
Grade x Sex 2 238.11 2.03
Grade x Race 2 491.37 4.18*
Sex x Race 1 165.36 2.81
Group x Grade x Sex 2 23.60 0.20
Group x Grade x Race 2 74.75 0.63
Group x Sex x Race 1 1.25 0.02
Grade x Sex x Race 2 85.73 0.73





Least Squares Means for Group x Grade on 




Nonmagnet/Grade 6 5.74 0.73
Nonmagnet/Grade 7 4.93 0.92
Nonmagnet/Grade 8 4.29 1.00
Magnet/Grade 6 3.68 0.57
Magnet/Grade 7 7.87 0.65
Magnet/Grade 8 5.46 0.98
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Table 7
Analysis of Variance for MAT Language
Pretest Scores
Source df SSS F Value
Group 1 1707.34 15.51*
Grade 2 6701.51 30.45*
Sex 1 1104.82 10.04*
Race 1 14517.88 131.92*
Group X Race 2 316.75 1.44
Group X Sex 1 6.02 0.05
Group X Race 1 12.30 0.11
Grade X Sex 2 636.32 2.89
Grade X Race 2 32.74 0.15
Sex x Race 1 87.31 0.79
Group X Grade X Sex 2 16.69 0.08
Group X Grade X Race 2 207.60 0.94
Group X Sex x Race 1 50.54 0.46
Grade X Sex x Race 2 54.87 0.25









Description LS MEANS LS Means
Nonmagnet Group 96.47 0.70
Magnet Group 100.10 0.60
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Table 9
Least Squares Means for 
Language Pretest





Grade 6 93.70 0.63
Grade 7 99.80 0.77
Grade 8 101.37 0.96
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Table 10









Least Squares Means for 
Language Prestest





Black Students 93.00 0.77
White Students 103.58 0.51
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Table 12
Analysis of Variance for MAT Language
Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 22.03 0.32
Grade 2 66.31 0.48
Sex 1 23.84 0.35
Race 1 10.98 0.16
Group x Grade 2 129.67 0.94
Group x Sex 1 5.38 0.08
Group x Race 1 34.19 0.50
Grade x Sex 2 159.75 1.16
Grade x Race 2 1.32 0.01
Sex x Race 1 171.31 2.49
Group x Grade x Sex 2 156.18 1.13
Group x Grade x Race 2 13.52 0.10
Group x Sex x Race 1 154.87 2.25
Grade x Sex x Race 2 191.11 1.39
Group x Grade x Sex x Race 2 11.36 0.08
Error 746 51395.05
*£ < . 05
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Table 13
Analysis of Variance for MAT Spelling
Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 1633.66 13.50*
Grade 2 13194.42 54.51*
Sex 1 1406.70 11.62*
Race 1 1706.82 14.10*
Group x Grade 2 61.82 0.26
Group x Sex 1 9.96 0.08
Group x Race 1 240.76 1.99
Grade x Sex 2 67.92 0.28
Grade x Race 2 275.88 1.14
Sex x Race 1 44.40 0.37
Group x Grade x Sex 2 86.41 0.36
Group x Grade x Race 2 127.86 0.53
Group x Sex x Race 1 31.71 0.26
Grade x Sex x Race 2 73.21 0.30





Least Squares Means for 
Spelling Pretest
Group on MAT 
Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Nonmagnet Group 92.53 0.74
Magnet Group 96.08 0.63
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Table 15
Least Squares Means for Grade on MAT 
Spelling Pretest Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 88.05 0.66
Grade 7 94.83 0.81
Grade 8 100.03 1.00
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Table 16














Black Students 92.49 0.80
White Students 96.12 0.54
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Table 18
Analysis of Variance for HAT Spelling
Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 119.41 1.68
Grade 2 644.24 4.53*
Sex 1 180.18 2.53
Race 1 55.39 0.78
Group x Grade 2 1204.79 8.47*
Group x Sex 1 6.80 0.10
Group x Race 1 119.82 1.68
Grade x Sex 2 151.88 1.07
Grade x Race 2 217.06 1.53
Sex x Race 1 96.03 1.35
Group x Grade x Sex 2 156.43 1.10
Group x Grade x Race 2 14.75 0.10
Group x Sex x Race 1 4.56 0.06
Grade x Sex x Race 2 23.39 0.16









Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 6.85 0.51
Grade 7 6.83 0.62
Grade 8 4.23 0.77
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Table 20
Least Squares Means for Group x Grade on 




Nonmagnet/Grade 6 8.13 0.80
Nonmagnet/Grade 7 4.90 1.01
Nonmagnet/Grade 8 3.44 1.10
Magnet/Grade 6 5.56 0.63
Magnet/Grade 7 8.75 0.72
Magnet/Grade 8 5.03 1.08
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Table 21
Analysis of Variance for MAT Mathematics
Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 346.06 4.12*
Grade 2 15501.94 92.19*
Sex 1 0.91 0.01
Race 1 13003.81 154.67*
Group x Grade 2 233.90 1.39
Group x Sex 1 24.08 0.29
Group x Race 1 8.04 0.10
Grade x Sex 2 158.60 0.94
Grade x Race 2 5.55 0.03
Sex x Race 1 9.17 0.11
Group x Grade x Sex 2 18.82 0.11
Group x Grade x Race 2 113.90 0.68
Group x Sex x Race 1 16.31 0.19
Grade x Sex x Race 2 83.34 0.50






















Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 92.17 0.55
Grade 7 101.77 0.67
Grade 8 103.51 0.84
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Table 24





Black Students 94.14 0.67
White Students 104.16 0.45
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Table 25
Analysis of Variance for MAT Mathematics
Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 6.71 0.16
Grade 2 861.52 10.56*
Sex 1 65.19 1.60
Race 1 16.73 0.41
Group x Grade 2 187.97 2.30
Group x Sex 1 24.09 0.59
Group x Race 1 72.82 1.78
Grade x Sex 2 118.48 1.45
Grade x Race 2 471.77 5.78*
Sex x Race 1 0.13 0.00
Group x Grade x Sex 2 247.81 3.04*
Group x Grade x Race 2 166.20 2.04
Group x Sex x Race 1 34.48 0.84
Grade x Sex x Race 2 25.46 0.31





Least Squares Means for Grade on MAT 
Mathematics Change Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 7.87 0.39
Grade 7 5.38 0.47
Grade 8 8.23 0.58
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Table 27
Least Squares Means for Group x Grade x Sex 




Nonmagnet/Grade 6/Boys 8.88 0.94
Nonmagnet/Grade 6/Girls 7.97 0.76
Nonmagnet/Grade 7/Boys 4.13 1.16
Nonmagnet/Grade 7/Girls 5.18 0.99
Nonmagnet/Grade 8/Boys 9.85 1.15
Nonmagnet/Grade 8/Girls 6.29 1.21
Magnet/Grade 6/Boys 6.53 0.74
Magnet/Grade 6/Girls 8.11 0.60
Magnet/Grade 7/Boys 7.06 0.86
Magnet/Grade 7/Girls 5.18 0.66
Magnet/Grade 8/Boys 8.67 1.33
Magnet/Grade 8/Girls 8.13 0.94
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Table 28
Analysis of Variance HISM Teacher School
Relationship Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 34.98 3.17
Grade 2 141.68 6.42*
Sex 1 288.87 26.19*
Race 1 99.89 9.06*
Group x Grade 2 3.19 0.14
Group x Sex 1 0.70 0.06
Group x Race 1 34.90 3.16
Grade x Sex 2 29.12 1.32
Grade x Race 2 57.68 2.62
Sex x Race 1 11.12 1.01
Group x Grade x Sex 2 3.67 0.17
Group x Grade x Race 2 39.03 1.77
Group x Sex x Race 1 1.59 0.14
Grade x Sex x Race 2 4.45 0.20











Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 21.54 0.20
Grade 7 21.42 0.24
Grade 8 20.28 0.30
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Table 30
Least Squares Means for Race on HISM Teacher 












Least Squares Means for Sex on HISM Teacher 








Analysis of Variance for HISM Teacher School
Relationship Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 94.73 6.21*
Grade 2 _ 75.75 2.48
Sex 1 0.16 0.01
Race 1 12.98 0.85
Group X Grade 2 2.90 0.09
Group X Sex 1 0.74 0.05
Group X Race 1 135.09 8.86*
Grade X Sex 2 58.80 1.93
Grade X Race 2 118.11 3.87*
Sex x Race 1 35.41 2.32
Group X Grade x Sex 2 23.47 0.77
Group X Grade x Race 2 29.96 0.98
Group X Sex x Race 1 51.81 3.40
Grade X Sex x Race 2 31.81 1.04





Least Squares Means for Group on HISM Teacher 
School Relationship Change Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Nonmagnet Group -0.97 0.26
Magnet Group -1.83 0.22
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Table 34
Least Squares Means for Group x Race on HISM Teacher 










Analysis of Variance for HISM Interpersonal
Adequacy Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 16.54 0.23
Grade 2 1070.31 7.59*
Sex 1 5.10 0.07
Race 1 677.66 9.61*
Group x Grade 2 244.49 1.73
Group x Sex 1 20.42 0.29
Group x Race 1 231.40 3.28
Grade x Sex 2 38.49 0.27
Grade x Race 2 593.01 4.20*
Sex x Race 1 419.69 5.95*
Group x Grade x Sex 2 36.34 0.26
Group x Grade x Race 2 68.63 0.49
Group x Sex x Race 1 95.13 1.35
Grade x Sex x Race 2 6.58 0.05





Least Squares Means for Grade 
Adequacy Pretest





Grade 6 69.62 0.51
Grade 7 69.50 0.62
Grade 8 66.22 0.77
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Table 37







Black Students 69.59 0.61
White Students 67.30 0.41
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Table 38
Analysis of Variance for HISM Interpersonal
Adequacy Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 342.99 3.69
Grade 2 906.77 4.88*
Sex 1 34.15 0.37
Race 1 360.58 3.88*
Group x Grade 2 475.93 2.56
Group x Sex 1 187.73 2.02
Group x Race 1 54.97 0.59
Grade x Sex 2 186.35 1.00
Grade x Race 2 1268.78 6.83*
Sex x Race 1 343.50 3.70
Group x Grade x Sex 2 253.97 1.37
Group x Grade x Race 2 767.51 4.13*
Group x Sex x Race 1 1437.15 15.48*
Grade x Sex x Race 2 328.89 1.77
Group x Grade x Sex x Race 2 396.33 2.13
Error 746 69263.31
*£ < . 05
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Table 39
Least Squares Means for Grade on HISM Interpersonal 
Adequacy Change Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 -1.98 0.58
Grade 7 -2.21 0.71
Grade 8 1.00 0.88
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Table 40













Least Squares Means for Group x Race x Sex on 




Nonmagnet/Black/Boys -4.05 1 . 54
Nonmagnet/Black/Girls 2.62 1 ,.41
Nonmagnet/White/Boys -1.41 1 ,.10
Nonmagnet/White/Girls -4.65 1 ,.03
Magne t/B1ack/Boys 1.46 1 ,.54
Magnet/Black/Girls -0.93 1 ,.09
Magnet/White/Boys -1.26 0 ,.85
Magnet/White/Girls -0.25 0 . 73
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Table 42
Least Squares Means for Group x Grade x Race 



































Source df SS F Value
Group 1 43.65 2.36
Grade 2 77.00 2.08
Sex 1 ' 12.19 0.66
Race 1 1.94 0.10
Group x Grade 2 56.60 1.53
Group x Sex 1 3.98 0.22
Group x Race 1 19.59 1.06
Grade x Sex 2 3.47 0.09
Grade x Race 2 75.00 2.03
Sex x Race 1 3.21 0.17
Group x Grade x Sex 2 18.00 0.49
Group x Grade x Race 2 12.00 0.32
Group x Sex x Race 1 6.78 0.37
Grade x Sex x Race 2 16.87 0.46
Group x Grade x Sex x Race 2 74.89 2.02
Error 645 13810.67
*£ < . 05
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Table 44
Analysis of Variance for HISM Academic
Adequacy Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 124.27 5.34*
Grade 2 151.39 3.25*
Sex 1 24.80 1.05
Race 1 8.81 0.38
Group X Grade 2 49.05 1.05
Group X Sex 1 3.58 0.15
Group X Race 1 48.76 2.10
Grade X Sex 2 80.58 1.73
Grade X Race 2 303.36 6.52*
Sex x Race 1 14.11 0.61
Group X Grade x Sex 2 82.80 1.78
Group X Grade x Race 2 15.32 0.33
Group X Sex x Race 1 93.91 4.04*
Grade X Sex x Race 2 99.13 2.13
Group X Grade x Sex x Race 2 46.21 0.99
Error 746 17355.59
*£ < . 05
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Table 45













Least Squares Means for Grade on HISM Academic 
Adequacy Change Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 -1.40 0.29
Grade 7 -2.07 0.35
Grade 8 -0.63 0.44
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Table 47
Least Squares Means for Group x Race x Sex on 














Analysis of Variance for HISM Autonomy
Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 44.77 2.25
Grade 2 164.97 4.15*
Sex 1 10.34 0.52
Race 1 80.48 4.05*
Group x Grade 2 2.96 0.07
Group x Sex 1 2.40 0.12
Group x Race 1 78.03 3.93*
Grade x Sex 2 31.28 0.79
Grade x Race 2 121.73 3.06*
Sex x Race 1 138.59 6.97*
Group x Grade x Sex 2 34.66 0.87
Group x Grade x Race 2 60.61 1.52
Group x Sex x Race 1 9.84 0.50
Grade x Sex x Race 2 25.22 0.63





Least Squares Means for Grade on HISM 
Autonomy Pretest Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 30.15 0.27
Grade 7 30.08 0.33
Grade 8 28.81 0.41
V ' * ,;>nsfe3pniir
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Table 50
Least Squares Means for Race on HISM 
Autonomy Pretest Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Black Students 30.07 0.33
White Students 29.28 0.22
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Table 51











Analysis of Variance for HISM Autonomy
Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 33.07 1.46
Grade 2 60.51 1.34
Sex 1 30.47 1.35
Race 1 43.70 1.94
Group X Grade 2 10.52 0.23
Group X Sex 1 0.28 0.01
Group X Race 1 105.20 4.66*
Grade X Sex 2 54.36 1.20
Grade X Race 2 159.29 3.53*
Sex x Race 1 24.48 1.08
Group X Grade x Sex 2 40.03 0.89
Group X Grade x Race 2 178.83 3.96*
Group X Sex x Race 1 123.78 5.48*
Grade X Sex x Race 2 56.30 1.25
Group X Grade x Sex x Race 2 117.74 2.61
Error 746 16843.07
*£ < . 05
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Table 53











Least Squares Means for Group x Grade x Race 






























Least Squares Means for Group x Race 















Analysis of Variance for HISM Personal
Emotions Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 11.49 0.93
Grade 2 31.53 1.27
Sex 1 22.19 1.79
Race 1 4.74 0.38
Group X Grade 2 81.60 3.30*
Group X Sex 1 6.30 0.51
Group X Race 1 81.62 6.60*
Grade X Sex 2 15.18 0.61
Grade X Race 2 34.69 1.40
Sex x Race 1 79.00 6.38*
Group X Grade x Sex 2 1.99 0.08
Group X Grade x Race 2 4.45 0.18
Group X Sex x Race 1 4.86 0.39
Grade X Sex x Race 2 1.05 0.04





Least Squares Means for Group x Grade for HISM 




Nonmagnet/Grade 6 18.43 0.33
Nonmagnet/Grade 7 18.25 0.42
Nonmagnet/Grade 8 18.70 0.46
Magnet/Grade 6 19.24 0.26
Magnet/Grade 7 19.27 0.30
Magnet/Grade 8 17.76 0.45
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Table 58
Least Squares Means for Group x Race for HISM 










Analysis of Variance for HISM Personal
Emotions Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 0.07 0.00
Grade 2 28.15 0.90
Sex 1 0.06 0.00
Race 1 58.98 3.76
Group x Grade 2 98.63 3.15*
Group x Sex 1 13.47 0.86
Group x Race 1 28.28 1.80
Grade x Sex 2 16.38 0.52
Grade x Race 2 106.07 3.38*
Sex x Race 1 65.81 4.20*
Group x Grade x Sex 2 62.24 1.98
Group x Grade x Race 2 23.34 0.74
Group x Sex x Race 1 76.21 4.86*
Grade x Sex x Race 2 17.45 0.56
Group x Grade x Sex x Race 2 41.98 1.34
Error 746 11696.87
*£ < . 05
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Table 60
Least Squares Means for Group x Grade on HISM 




Nonmagnet/Grade 6 0.21 0.38
Nonmagnet/Grade 7 -0.57 0.47
Nonmagnet/Grade 8 -0.39 0.52
Magnet/Grade 6 -0.85 0.30
Magnet/Grade 7 - 0.45 0.34
Magnet/Grade 8 0.61 0.51
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Table 61
Least Squares Means for Group x Race x Sex on 














Analysis of Variance for HISM Physical
Appearance Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 55.21 1.46
Grade 2 396.11 5.23*
Sex 1 396.86 9.78*
Race 1 1435.48 37.94*
Group x Grade 2 16.97 0.22
Group x Sex 1 0.08 0.00
Group x Race 1 32.02 0.85
Grade x Sex 2 0.71 0.01
Grade x Race 2 107.72 1.42
Sex x Race 1 57.03 1.51
Group x Grade x Sex 2 4.06 0.05
Group x Grade x Race 2 3.26 0.04
Group x Sex x Race 1 37.24 0.98
Grade x Sex x Race 2 9.99 0.13
Group x Grade x Sex x Race 2 0.03 0.00
Error 746 28223.59
*£ < . 05
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Table 63
Least Squares Means for Grade 
Appearance Pretest





Grade 6 30.96 0.37
Grade 7 30.72 0.45
Grade 8 28.83 0.56
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Table 64





Black Students 31.83 0.45
White Students 28.50 0.30
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Table 65
Least Squares Means for Sex 
Appearance Pretest









Analysis of Variance for HISM Physical
Appearance Change Scores
Source df. SS F Value..
Group 1 479.53 12.94*
Grade 2 242.06 3.26*
Sex 1 0.54 0.01
Race 1 0.31 0.01
Group x Grade 2 156.21 2.11
Group x Sex 1 0.45 0.01
Group x Race 1 60.48 1.63
Grade x Sex 2 22.06 0.30
Grade x Race 2 254.94 3.44*
Sex x Race 1 42.07 1.13
Group x Grade x Sex 2 80.58 1.09
Group x Grade x Race 2 38.28 0.52
Group x Sex x Race 1 636.40 17.17*
Grade x Sex x Race 2 67.08 0.90























Grade 6 -0.41 0.37
Grade 7 -1.11 0.45
Grade 8 0.71 0.56
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Table 69
Least Squares Means for Group x Race x Sex on 














Analysis of Variance for HISM Physical Adequacy
and Body Build Pretest Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 1.72 0.11
Grade 2 127.18 4.05*
Sex 1 28.31 1.80
Race 1 282.55 17.99*
Group X Grade 2 27.63 0.88
Group X Sex 1 16.83 1.07
Group X Race 1 22.00 1.40
Grade X Sex 2 23.79 0.76
Grade X Race 2 22.51 0.72
Sex x Race 1 1.97 0.13
Group X Grade X Sex 2 40.00 1.27
Group X Grade X Race 2 27.28 0.87
Group X Sex x Race 1 12.86 0.82
Grade X Sex x Race 2 31.32 0.99





Least Squares Means for Grade on HISM Physical 
Adequacy and Body Build Pretest Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Grade 6 24.81 0.24
Grade 7 24.61 0.29
Grade 8 23.60 0.36
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Table 72
Least Squares Keans for Race on HISM Physical 




Black Students 25,08 0.29
White Students 23.60 0.19
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Table 73
Analysis of Variance for HISM Physical Adequacy
and Body Build Change Scores
Source df SS F Value
Group 1 142.50 7.62*
Grade 2 93.66 2.50
Sex 1 ' 22.89 1.22
Race 1 37.35 2.00
Group x Grade 2 78.65 2.10
Group x Sex 1 28.43 1.52
Group x Race 1 19.66 1.05
Grade x Sex 2 32.48 0.87
Grade x Race 2 82.70 2.21
Sex x Race 1 1.20 0.06
Group x Grade x Sex 2 191.02 5.11*
Group x Grade x Race 2 107.94 2.89
Group x Sex x Race 1 162.31 8.68*
Grade x Sex x Race 2 28.07 0.75





Least Squares Means for Group on HISM Physical 
Adequacy and Body Build Change Scores
Standard Error
Description LS MEANS LS Means
Nonmagnet Group -0.74 0.29
Magnet Group 0.31 0.25
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Table 75
Least Squares Means for Group x Grade x Sex on 





Nonmagnet/Grade 6/Boys -0.93 0..64
Nonmagnet/Grade 6/Girls 0.26 0..52
Nonmagnet/Grade 7/Boys -0.86 0..78
Nonmagnet/Grade 7/Girls -2.32 0,.67
Nonmagnet/Grade 8/Boys -0.49 0,.78
Nonmagnet/Grade 8/Girls -0,07 0,.82
Magnet/Grade 6/Boys 0.24 0..50
Magnet/Grade 6/Girls -0.70 0..41
Magnet/Grade 7/Boys -0.38 0,.58
Magnet/Grade 7/Girls 0.58 0,.45
Magnet/Grade 8/Boys 2.40 0,.90
Magnet/Grade 8/Girls -0.27 0,.64
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Table 76
Least Squares Means for Group x Race x Sex on 
















Means and Standard Dovint Iona Tor I ho
MAT Pro teal Meoreii
Description Rending Language
Group N Mean SI) Mean ST>
Nonmagnet 301 91.51 13.07 98.07 12.77
Magnet 469 94.29 12.90 101.20 17.35
Grade 6 333 87.03 10.29 95.49 10,80
Grade 7 275 95.84 12.24 102.69 17.7 3
Grade 8 162 101.42 13.50 J 04.61 17. / 3
Boys 316 94.10 12. 39 98 .64 1 1 . 96
Girls 454 92.58 13.43 100.9 J 1 7.6)
Blacks 247 85.59 11. 51 92.41 10,95
Whites 523 96.80 12.13 103.55 1 1 . 39
Main I'M lent a |'m




97 .48 17,1 7
95,48 17.14
89, 34 17,11
96. 3/ 1 1 ,43
101,01 9,16
97 , 34 1! ,09
95 , 68 1 7 ,08
91,31 1 1 , /7
95, /7 17.1 9
Mai hemal I.i.l M
Mean f i n
99 . 111 1 1,55
100, 4 / 11 / /
93 51 9 , 45
103, 9 5 10 91
1 06 19 10, 69
100, 78 1 1 ,/ 9
99, 65 1 1 .6 5
97, 64 10 3 3
1 03 , 84 10 /O
Table 78
Means and Standard Deviations for the Interaction Effects for MAT Pretest Scores
Reading Language Spelling__ MathematicsGroup N Mean 315" Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagnet x 6 137 86.33 10.54 95.01 11.01 88.26 12.16 93.53 9.41
Nonmagnet x 7 105 95.14 12.61 101.50 12.91 94.85 11.32 104.55 11.05
Nonmagnet x 8 59 97.07 14.82 99.08 12.05 98.08 9.97 101.98 11.29
Magnet x 6 196 87.52 9.96 95.82 10.66 90.10 12.06 93.50 9.51
Magnet x 7 170 96.27 12.03 103.43 11.78 97.32 11.43 103.58 10.84
Magnet x 8 103 103.91 12.06 107.78 12.06 102.69 8.25 108.59 9.58
Nonmagnet x Boys 126 92.45 12.38 96.62 11.29 90.97 11.24 99.90 11.68
Nonmagnet x Girls 175 90.83 13.54 99.12 12.78 93.57 12.64 98.41 11.44
Magnet x Boys 190 95.14 12.31 99.98 12.24 93.25 10.85 100.53 11.89
Magnet x Girls 279 93.68 13.27 102.03 12.38 96.99 12.74 100.42 11.71
Nonmagnet x Blacks 92 84.32 12.77 90.42 10.76 89.18 11.37 92.11 9.57
Nonmagnet x Whites 209 94.68 11.92 101.44 11.30 93.93 12.18 102.08 11.03
Magnet x Blacks 155 86.35 10.66 93.59 10.92 92.57 11.77 92.95 10.77
Magnet x Whites 314 98.21 12.09 104.96 11.25 96.91 12.08 104.18 10.40
Nonmagnet x 6 x Boys 53 87.25 10.71 94.55 11.61 85.85 10.39 94.57 9.93
Nonmagnet x 6 x Girls 84 85.76 10.45 93.50 10.58 98.77 12.98 92.88 9.06
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Table 78 (Continued)
DescriptionGroup N Reading Language Spelling MathematicsMean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagnet x 7 x Boys 42 96.00 11.42 99.24 10.80 92.81 11.51 105.69 11.40
Nonmagnet x 7 x Girls 63 94.57 13.40 103.02 14.02 96.21 11.07 103.79 10.84
Nonmagent x 8 x Boys 31 96.55 13.36 96.61 10.98 97.23 8.17 101.16 11.02
Nonmagnet x 8 x Girls 28 97.64 16.52 101.82 12.77 99.04 11.72 102.89 11.73
Magnet x 6 x Boys 81 89.12 9.96 95.93 10.96 88.99 10.62 94.30 9.90
Magnet x 6 x Girls 115 86.39 9.85 95.75 10.49 90.88 12.96 92.94 9.23
Magnet x 7 x Boys 70 97.56 11.36 102.06 12.55 94.37 11.03 103.70 11.60
Magnet x 7 x Girls 100 95.37 12.46 104.39 11.17 99.38 11.30 103.49 10.34
Magnet x 8 x Boys 39 103.56 12.26 104.69 11.84 100.10 6.14 107.79 9.84
Magnet x 8 x Girls 64 104.13 12.03 109.66 11.89 104.27 8.99 109.08 9.46
Nonmagnet x 6 x Blacks 42 78.95 9.34 87.50 9.67 84.05 11.19 87.08 7.25
Nonmagnet x 6 x Whites 95 89.60' 9.35 98.33 9.92 90.12 12.16 96.39 8.85
Nonmagnet x 7 x Blacks 23 85.35 11.78 91.74 11.39 90.26 9.16 95.52 10.30
Nonmagnet x 7 x Whites 82 97.89 11.47 104.24 12.00 96.13 11.58 107.08 9.91
Nonmagnet x 8 x Blacks 27 91.77 14.53 93.85 10.97 96.26 9.42 97.04 8.43
Nonmagnet x 8 x Whites 32 101.53 13.75 103.50 11.25 99.63 10.30 106.16 11.82
Magnet x 6 x Blacks 77 81.92 9.59 88.71 8.23 86.88 10.80 87.43 7.99
Magnet x 6 x Whites 119 91.14 8.43 100.42 9.48 92.18 12.41 97.43 8.29
Table 78 (Continued)
Description . Reading Language Spelling MathematicsGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Magnet x 7 x Blacks 56
Magnet x 7 x Whites 114
Magnet x 8 x Blacks 22
Magnet x 8 x Whites 81
Nonmagnet x Boys x Blacks 41
Nonmagnet x Boys x Whites 85
Nonmagnet x Girls x Blacks 51
Nonmagnet x Girls x Whites 124
Magnet x Boys x Blacks 55
Magnet x Boys x Whites 135
Magnet x Girls x Blacks 100
Magnet x Girls x Whites 175
89,,34 9..71 97..80 11..29
99,.68 11..62 106..19 11..05
94..23 9..65 99..95 10..93
106..54 11..32 109..90 11.,52
86,.05 12..99 90..17 11..69
95,.54 10..87 99..73 9..72
CMCO .92 12..55 90..63 10..06




0 .00 11..67 92..40 10.,68
98,.13 11..36 103..07 11..49
85,.44 10,.01 94..25 11,,05
0
0 .28 12..64 106..39 10.,88
96..34 10,.21 97,.61 10. CMCO
97..80 11,.99 106,.51 9..62
102..91 7..28 100,.45 9..21
102..63 8..54 110,.90 8..46
88..32 11..94 92,.34 9..97
92..25 10,.72 103,.54 10..70
89..88 10,.96 91,.92 9..33
95..09 13.00 101.08 11..18
91.,20 9,.40 92,.55 10,.72
94..08 11..31 103,.79 10..77
93.,33 12..88 93..18 10.,84
99.,04 12..23 104..47 10.,14
Table 79
Means and Standard Deviations for the Main Effects for HISM Scale Pretest Scores
Description  TSR  AA  IA  A  PE PABB  PÂGroup N Mean SD Mean sb Mean sb Mean sb Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagnet 301 20.83 3.43 28.22 4.48 68.03 8.16 29.39 4.29 18.41 3.40 24.23 3.95 29.98 5.77
Magnet 469 21.39 3.48 28.80 4.18 68.55 8.93 29.87 4.67 18.68 3.60 24.13 4.13 29.32 6.79
Grade 6 333 21.51 3.43 28.53 4.34 69.27 8.79 29.95 4.41 18.77 3.68 24.52 4.22 30.21 6.54
Grade 7 275 21.26 3.16 28.87 4.18 68.64 8.36 29.96 4.48 18.67 3.41 24.20 3.83 29.70 6.55
Grade 8 162 20.31 3.90 28.19 4.42 65.94 8.37 28.66 4.71 18.01 3.55 23.29 4.01 28.06 5.67
Boys 316 20.27 3.69 28.79 4.19 68.10 8.48 29.52 4.53 18.79 3.44 24.42 4.09 30.34 6.21
Girls 454 21.80 3.17 28.43 4.38 68.51 8.74 29.80 4.52 18.43 3.64 23.99 4.03 29.04 6.51
Blacks 247 21.96 3.10 28.71 4.48 70.47 9.29 30.45 4.93 18.91 3.72 25.36 3.96 32.03 6.11
Whites 523 20.79 3.57 28.51 4.22 67.34 8.12 29.32 4.28 18.41 3.48 23.60 3.98 28.42 6.23
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Table 80
Means and Standard Deviations for the Interaction Effects for HISM Scale Pretest Scores
DescriptionGroup N TSR AA IA A PE PABB PAMean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean Sb Mean St) Mean St) Mean sb
Nonmagnet x 6 137 21.13 3.38 27.93 4.60 68.14 8.39 29.48 4.33 18.41 3.60 24.26 4.14 30.16 5.99
Nonmagnet x 7 105 20.91 2.94 28.97 3.95 68.52 8.11 29.71 4.12 18.21 3.39 24.38 3.71 30.13 5.87
Nonmagnet x 8 59 19.98 4.19 27.58 4.95 66.88 7.69 28.59 4.45 18.75 3.49 23.88 3.97 29.31 5.07
Magnet x 6 196 21.78 3.45 28.95 4.11 70.06 9.00 30.27 4.45 10.04 3.72 24.71 4.27 30.24 6.92
Magnet x 7 170 21.47 3.29 28.80 4.32 68.71 8.53 30.11 4.70 18.95 3.40 24.09 3.91 29.44 6.93
Magnet x 8 103 20.50 3.72 28.53 4.07 65.40 8.72 29.71 4.88 17.58 3.52 23.11 4.03 27.34 4.89
Nonmagnet x Boys 126 20.08 3.41 28.52 4.16 67.87 7.65 29.33 4.06 18.53 3.26 24.63 3.97 30.67 5.62
Nonmagnet x Girls 175 21.37 3.35 28.01 4.69 68.14 8.52 29.43 4.45 18.31 3.67 23.93 3.92 29.49 5.85
Magnet x Boys 190 20.39 3.87 28.97 4.21 68.26 9.01 29.65 4.83 18.96 3.56 24.29 4.17 30.13 6.58
Magnet x Girls 279 22.06 3.02 28.69 4.16 68.75 8.89 30.01 4.56 18.50 3.63 24.03 4.10 28.76 6.88
Nonmagnet x Blacks 92 21.13 3.47 27.93 4.78 68.76 8.63 29.49 4.89 18.14 3.58 24.85 3.95 31.88 5.71
Nonmagnet x Whites 209 20.70 3.41 28.35 4.34 76.70 7.94 29.34 4.00 18.52 3.47 23.95 3.93 29.15 5.61
Magnet x Blacks 155 22.46 2.75 29.17 4.24 71.48 9.55 31.01 4.88 19.38 3.73 25.67 3.94 32.12 6.35
Magnet x Whites 314 20.86 3.68 29.62 4.14 67.09 8.25 29.30 4.46 18.34 3.49 23.27 4.01 27.93 6.57
Nonmagnet x 6 x Boys 53 20.43 3.15 28.17 4.41 67.64 8.75 29.42 4.05 18.66 3.40 25.04 3.87 31.02 5.82
Table 80 (Continued)
Description TSR AA IA A PE PABB ■PAGroup N Mean SD Mean Sb Mean SD Mean SD fie an SB Mean SD Mean Sb
Nonmagnet x 6 x Girls 84 21.57 3.47 27.77 4.73 68.45 8.20 29.52 4.52 18.25 3.73 23.56 4.25 29.62 6.07
Nonmagnet x 7 x Boys 42 20.50 2.62 29.45 3.18 68.76 6.68 29.60 3.99 18.43 3.08 24.48 3.84 30.64 6.08
Nonmagnet x 7 x Girls 63 21.19 3.12 28.65 4.39 68.37 8.99 29.79 4.23 18.06 3.60 24.32 3.64 29.79 5.76
Nonmagnet x 8 x Boys 31 18.90 4.46 27.84 4.77 67.06 6.94 28.80 4.27 18.45 3.35 24.16 4.36 30.09 4.67
Nonmagnet x 8 x Girls 28 21.18 3.59 27.29 5.21 66.68 8.58 28.36 4.72 19.07 3.67 23.57 3.53 28.43 5.43
Magnet x 6 x Boys 81 21.09 3.84 29.31 4.17 69.72 9.83 30.44 4.70 19.30 4.03 24.58 4.55 30.85 6.99
Magnet x 6 x Girls 115 22.25 3.08 28.70 4.07 70.30 8.41 30.15 4.29 18.85 3.49 24.80 4.08 29.82 6.86
Magnet x 7 x Boys 70 20.36 3.78 38.87 4.38 68.37 7.99 29.20 4.92 19.17 3.23 24.67 3.52 30.22 6.49
Magnet x 7 x Girls 100 22.25 2.65 28.75 4.30 68.95 8.92 30.74 4.46 18.79 3.51 23.68 4.13 28.89 7.20
Magnet x 8 x Boys 39 19.00 3.78 28.46 3.99 65.02 8.33 28.82 4.81 17.87 2.89 22.97 4.26 28.44 5.60
Magnet x 8 x Girls 64 21.42 3.39 28.58 4.15 65.63 9.01 28.64 4.96 17.41 3.87 23.19 3.92 26.67 5.99
Nonmagnet x 6 x Blacks 42 21.86 3.31 28.09 4.80 69.88 9.45 30.52 5.07 18.27 4.10 24.90 4.30 32.71 5.75
Nonmagnet x 6 x Whites 95 20.81 3.38 27.85 4.53 67.37 7.81 29.02 3.90 18.47 3.38 23.97 4.06 29.03 5.77
Nonmagnet x 7 x Blacks 23 22.09 2.50 29.09 4.70 70.96 8.31 30.13 4.44 18.22 3.27 25.15 3.20 32.57 5.99
Table 80 (Continued)
Description TSR AA IA A PE PABB PAGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean 5b Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean 3b
Nonmagnet x 7 x Whites 82 20.59 2.98 28.94 3.75 67.84 7.97 29.60 4.04 18.21 3.44 24.16 3.82 29.45 5.69
Nonmagnet x 8 x Blacks 27 19.19 3.75 26.70 4.71 65.15 6.43 27.33 4.43 17.88 3.05 24.48 4.06 30.00 5.14
Nonmagnet x 8 x Whites 32 20.66 4.48 28.31 5.09 68.34 8.45 29.66 4.25 19.47 3.72 23.38 3.88 29.72 5.02
Magnet x 6 x Blacks 77 22.74 2.98 29.71 4,06 72.99 9.46 31.38 4.82 19.65 3.79 26.40 3.94 32.96 6.25
Magnet x 6 x Whites 119 21.15 3.60 28.45 4.09 68.17 8.19 29.55 4.06 18.64 3.63 23.61 4.13 28.49 6.78
Magnet x 7 x Blacks 56 22.45 2.59 28.77 4.41 71.21 8.33 31.23 4.60 19.54 3.70 25.27 3.62 32.01 6.29
Magnet x 7 x Whites 114 20.99 3.49 28.81 4.29 67.48 8.39 29.55 4.67 18.66 3.21 23.51 3.93 28.18 6.91
Magnet x 8 x Blacks 22 21.50 2.15 28.27 4.31 66.91 11.52 29.18 5.57 18.05 3.47 24.14 4.31 29.45 6.43
Magnet x 8 x Whites 81 20.23 4.01 28.60 4.04 64.99 7.82 28.58 4.70 17.46 3.55 22.83 3.94 27.77 5.64
Nonmagnet x Boys x Blacks 41 20.37 3.37 28.27 4.76 70.17 8.58 30.24 4.52 18.78 3.60 25.59 3.97 33.37 5.14
Nonmagnet x Boys x Whites 85 19.94 3.43 28.64 3.87 66.76 6.9428.88 3.77 18.41 3.10 24.18 3.91 29.36 5.39
Nonmagnet x Girls x Blacks 51 21.75 3.46 27.67 4.83 67.63 8.58 28.88 5.14 17.63 3.52 24.25 3.86 30.69 5.91
Nonmagnet x Girls x Whites 124 21.22 3.31 28.15 4.65 68.35 8.53 29.66 4.14 18.60 3.71 23.80 3.95 29.00 5.77
Magnet x Boys x Blacks 55 21.87 3.23 29.53 4.63 72.78 10,59 31.33 5.16 20.45 3.80 26.11 4.13 33.38 6.33
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Table 80 (Continued)
Description TSR AA IA A PE PABB PAGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean Sb Mean Sd
Magnet x Boys x Whites 135 19.79 3.95 28.85 4.02 66.41 7.59 28.97 4.53 18.35 3.28 23.54 3.96 28.80 6.22
Magnet x Girls x Blacks 100 22.78 2.41 28.97 4.02 70.77 8.90 30.84 4.74 18.79 3.58 25.43 3.83 31.43 6.29
Magnet x Girls x Whites 179 21.66 3.25 28.53 4.24 67.61 8.70 29.55 4.41 18.34 3.65 23.25 4.04 27.27 6.77
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Table 81
Means and Standard Deviations for the Main Effects for
MAT Change Scores
Description Reading Language Spelling Mathematics
Group N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagnet 301 5.30 7.86 5.93 8.58 5.84 8.80 7.01 7.13
Magnet 469 5.62 7.78 6.02 8.14 6.84 8.61 7.16 6.26
Grade 6 333 4.89 7.84 5.68 7.48 6.41 8.62 8.12 6.46
Grade 7 275 6.75 8.33 6.43 9,70 7.56 9.27 5.13 6.99
Grade 8 162 4.61 6.49 5.83 7.33 4.63 7.45 8.35 5.41
Boys 316 5.89 7.72 5.88 8.63 5.91 8.44 7.30 6.78
Girls 454 5.22 7.86 6.06 8.09 6.82 8.85 6.96 6.50
Blacks 247 4.97 8.21 5.90 7.82 6.96 9.53 7.12 6.03
Whites 523 5.74 7.61 6.02 8.53 6.20 8.26 7.09 6.87
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Table 82
Means and Standard Deviations for the Interaction Effects 
for MAT Change Scores
Description
Group N
Reading Language Spelling Mathematics
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagent x 6 137 5.96 7.86 6.07 8.38 7.60 8.93 8.86 6.98
Nonmagnet x 7 105 5.00 8.40 5.53 9.81 4.99 8.59 4.01 6.83
Nonmagnet x 8 59 4.31 6.78 6.47 6.52 3.25 8.07 8.03 6.29
Manget x 6 196 4.14 7.77 5.41 6.79 5.58 8.33 7.60 6.03
Magnet x 7 170 7.83 8.12 7.05 9.61 9.15 9.33 5.82 7.01
Magnet x 8 103 4.79 6.34 5.47 7.76 5.42 6.99 8,52 4.87
Nonraagnet x Boys 126 5.94 6.63 6.49 8.19 5.13 8.32 7.29 6.77
Nonmagnet x Girls 175 4.83 8.62 5.52 8.85 6.35 ' 9.11 6.81 7.39
Magnet x Boys 190 5.85 8.38 5.47 8.90 6.42 8.49 7.31 6.80
Magnet x Girls 279 5.46 7.36 6.39 7.57 6.12 8.69 7.05 5.88
Nonmagnet x Blacks 92 4.88 8.18 6.34 6.89 6.90 8,89 7.54 5.85
Nonmagnet x Whites 209 5.48 7.72 5.75 9.23 5.37 8.73 6.78 7.63
Magnet x Blacks 155 5.03 8.25 5.64 8.34 6.99 9.92 6.87 6.15
Magnet x Whites 314 5.91 7.53 6.21 8.05 6.76 7.89 7.30 6.33
Nonmagnet x 6 x Boys 53 6.74 6.93 5.89 9.50 7.58 8.16 9.28 6.63
Table 82 (Continued)
Description Reading Language Spelling Mathematics
Group N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagnet x 6 x Girls 84 5.46 8.39 6.19 7.65 7.61 9.43 8.60 7.22
Nonmagnet x 7 x Boys 42 5.12 6.39 7.83 7.57 4.88 8.36 3.00 5.46
Nonmagnet x 7 x Girls 63 4.92 9.55 3.83 10.82 5.06 8.81 4.70 7.58
Nonmagnet x 8 x Boys 31 5.71 6.50 5.71 6.39 1.26 7.18 9.71 5.91
Nonmagnet x 8 x Girls 28 2.75 6.85 7.32 6.68 5.46 8.55 6.18 6.28
Magnet x 6 x Boys 81 3.99 8.89 3.78 6.44 4.49 6.75 6.85 6.16
Magnet x 6 x Girls 115 4.25 6.91 6.57 6.82 6.35 9.23 8.13 5.91
Magnet x 7 x Boys 70 7.81 8.671 7.14 11.25 10.00 9.68 6.90 8.04
Magnet x 7 x Girls 100 7.84 7.75 6.99 8.33 8'. 55 9.09 5.06 6.12
Magnet x 8 x Boys 39 6.21 5.62 5.97 8.11 4.03 7.42 9.00 5.39
Magnet x 8 x Girls 64 3.92 6.64 5.16 7.59 6.27 6.63 8.23 4.55
Nonmagnet x 6 x Blacks 42 4.71 7.15 6.19 7.09 9.74 8.61 6.98 5.31
Nonmagnet x 6 x Whites 95 6.51 8.12 6.02 8.93 6.65 8.95 9.69 7.48
Nonmagnet x 7 x Blacks 23 4.87 11.36 6.00 7.34 4.61 6.91 6.13 6.66
Nonmagnet x 7 x Whites 82 5.04 7.45 5.27 10.43 5.09 9.04 3.43 6.80
Nonmagnet x 8 x Blacks 27 5.15 6.66 6.85 6.39 4.44 9.96 9.63 5.55
Nonmagnet x 8 x Whites 32 3.59 6.89 6.16 6.72 2.25 6.31 6.69 6.64
Table 82 (Continued)
Description Reading Language Spelling Mathematics
Group N Means SD Means SD Means SD Means SD
Magnet x 6 x Blacks 77 2.00 8.46 5.22 6.60 6.39 9.75 7.00 6.09
Magnet x 6 x Whites 119 5.53 6.98 5.54 6.93 5.05 7.26 7.99 5.99
Magnet x 7 x Blacks 58 8.98 7.60 6.77 11.06 8.89 11.03 6.25 6.84
Magnet x 7 x Whites 114 7.26 8.34 7.10 8.85 9.27 8.43 5.60 7.11
Magnet x 8 x Blacks 22 5.55 3.69 4.23 5.08 4.27 6.32 8.00 4.24
Magnet x 8 x Whites 81 4.58 6.89 5.80 8.34 5.73 7.17 8.67 5.05
Nonmagnet x Boys x Blacks 41 4.95 6.66 5.07 6.71 5.15 8.45 8.61 5.62
Nonmagnet x Boys x Whites 85 6.42 6.61 7.18 8.80 5.12 8.31 6.66 7.20
Nonmagnet x Girls x Blacks 51 4.82 9.29 7.35 7.01 8.31 9.05 6.69 5.94
Nonmagnet x Girls x Whites 124 4.84 8.37 4.77 9.42 5.54 9.04 6.85 7.94
Magnet x Boys x Blacks 55 3.80 9.59 4.62 9.68 5.38 8.61 6.44 7.01
Magnet x Boys x Whites 135 6.69 7.71 5.81 8.58 6.84 8.44 7.67 6.71
Magnet x Girls x Blacks 100 5.70 7.38 6.20 7.50 7.88 10.51 7.11 5.64
Magnet x Girls x Whites 179 5.33 7.37 6.50 7.63 6.69 7.48 7.02 6.02
Table 83
Means and Standard Deviations for the Main Effects for HISM Scale Change Scores
Description TSR  AA IA A PE PABB  PAGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean Sd Mean Sb Mean ' Sb Mean ' "S b
Nonmagnet 301 -1.10 4.21 -0.89 5.54 -2.31 11.79 -1.24 5.36 -0.30 4.32 -1.03 5.12 -1.51 6.82
Magnet 469 -1.77 3.77 -1.89 4.43 -0.97 8.51 -1.40 4.48 -0.45 3.79 0.08 3.89 0.67 5.81
Grade 6 333 -1.29 3.95 -1.27 5.27 -1.73 10.75 -1.11 5.08 -0.38 4.28 -0.25 4.56 -0.14 6.50
Grade 7 275 -2.00 4,03 -2.08 4.65 -2.23 9.49 -1.88 4.80 -0.59 3.70 -0.72 4.36 -0.79 6.39
Grade 8 162 -1.14 3.80 -0.99 4.51 0.26 8.71 -0.88 4.31 -0.06 3.90 0.04 4.29 0.75 5.64
Blacks 247 -1.59 4.27 -1.70 .50 -1.11 11.65 -1.25 5.16 -0.21 4.40 -0.26 4.48 -0.50 6.52
Whites 523 -1.48 3.81 -1.41 4.62 -1.67 9.02 -1.38 4.69 -0.47 3.81 -0.40 4.42 -0.03 6.20
Boys 316 -1.54 4.34 -<1.83 5.09 -1.63 11.15 -1.48 5.06 -0.30 3.98 -0.18 4.59 -0.14 6.28
Girls 454 -1.49 3.68 -1.27 4.78 -1.40 9.00 -1.24 4.68 -0.45 4.02 -0.48 4.33 -0.21 6.33
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Table 84
Means and Standard Deviations for the Interaction Effects for HISM Scale Change Scores
Description TSR AA IA A PE PABB PAGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagnet x 6 
Nonmagnet x 7 
Nonmagnet x 8 
Manget x 6 
Magnet x 7 
Magnet x 8 
Nonmagnet x Boys 
Nonmagnet x Girls 
Magnet x Boys 
Magnet x Girls 
Nonmagnet x Blacks 
Nonmagnet x Whites 
Magnet x Blacks 
Magnet x Whites 













































































Description TSR AA IA A PE PABB PAGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean Sb Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Nonmagnet x 6 x Girls 84 -0.55 3.99 0.33 5.22 -0.21 9.09 -0.39 4.79 0.63 4.47 -0.07 5.00 -0.88 6.13
Nonmagnet x 7 x Boys 42 -1.79 5.27 -1.93 5.76 -4.45 12.11 -1.69 5.17 -0.79 4.28 -1.36 5.13 -2.09 6.77
Nonmagnet x 7 x Girls 63 -1.86 3.75 -2.27 5.12 -5.70 11.01 -3.03 5.45 -1.19 3.61 -3.14 4.93 -4.29 6.60
Nonmagnet x 8 x Boys 31 -0.03 3.87 0.23 4.43 -0.74 7.50 -1.09 4.88 -0.09 3.17 -0.45 3.60 -0.06 3.90
Nonmagnet x 8 x Girls 28 -1.46 4.40 -0.96 5.86 -0.64 10.02 -0.14 5.04 -0.86 4.74 -0.14 4.21 -0.21 6.84
Magnet x 6 x Boys 81 -1.79 4.29 -2.26 5.14 -2.05 10.54 -1.75 5.32 -0.37 3.92 0.28 4.35 0.32 6.04
Magnet x 6 x Girls 115 -1.62 3.51 -1.86 4.58 -2.63 7.78 -1.35 4.47 -1.23 3.87 -0.59 3.44 0.16 6.01
Magnet x 7 x Boys 70 -2.37 4.25 -2.53 3.88 -0.91 6.57 -1.36 4.52 -0.24 3.50 -0.19 3.25 0.00 5.45
Magnet x 7 x Girls 100 -1.93 3.45 -1.71 4.35 -0.04 8.15 -1.59 4.32 -0.37 3.65 0.70 3.60 1.40 5.69
Magnet x 8 x Boys 39 -1.26 3.90 -2.31 4.41 0.41 9.72 -2.15 3.55 -0.10 3.73 0.92 4.81 0.87 5.42
Magnet x 8 x Girls 64 -1.45 3.38 -0.80 3.80 1.05 8.09 -0.31 3.99 0.33 3.97 -0.17 4.32 1.50 5.91
Nonmagnet x 6 x Blacks 42 -0.64 4.38 -0.71 7.38 -2.26 17.54 -0.79 6.65 0.43 5.80 -0.12 6.21 -1.36 8.33
Nonmagnet >: 6 x Whites 95 -0.75 3.91 0.05 4.84 -0.14 10.13 -0.43 4.78 0.27 4.15 -0.34 5.07 -0.34 6.57
Nonmagnet x 7 x Blacks 23 -0.91 4.31 -1.39 4.37 -0.70 6.77 0.17 4.07 0.22 3.37 -0.48 2.81 -1.91 5.46
Nonmagnet x 7 x Whites 82 -2.09 4.41 -2.34 5.61 -6.46 12.15 -3.24 5.46 -1.38 3.96 -2.98 5.42 -3.83 7.00
Table 84 (Continued)
Description TSR AA IA A PE PABB PAGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean sb Mean Sb Mean Sb Mean Sb
Nonmagnet x 8 x Blacks 27 0.96 3.38 1.22 3.45 2,07 7.41 0.52 4.41 0.70 3.39 -0.04 3.82 1.00 5.43
Nonmagnet x 8 x Whites 32 -2.13 4.27 -1.66 5.97 -3.03 9.14 -1.63 5.21 -1.44 4.20 -0.53 3.96 -1.09 5.35
Magnet x 6 x Blacks 77 -2.35 4.47 -3.01 5.53 -2.83 11.43 -2.00 5.25 -1.16 4.60 -0.81 4.34 -1.05 6.77
Magnet x 6 x Whites 119 -1.26 3.32 -1.39 4.18 -2.10 7.03 -1.20 4.53 -0.70 3.39 0.15 3.48 1.05 5.34
Magnet x 7 x Blacks 56 -2.82 4.05 -2.66 4.69 -1.52 9.47 -2.34 4.73 -0.54 3.93 -0.18 3.89 0.18 5.85
Magnet x 7 x Whites 114 -1.76 3.63 -1.75 3.88 0.15 6.35 -1.08 4.17 -0.21 3.40 0.59 3.24 1.14 5.49
Magnet x 8 x Blacks 22 -1.41 3.19 -0.45 4.70 3.86 10.53 -0.41 3.63 1.14 3.17 1.18 4.71 0.95 5.38
Magnet x 8 x Whites 81 -1.37 3.69 -1.62 3.90 -0.02 8.00 -1.15 3.99 -0.09 4.01 -0.01 4.47 1.35 5.83
Nonmagnet x Boys x Blacks 41 -0.98 5.09 -1.34 6.96 -4.61 17.04 -1.46 5.97 -0.71 5.17 -1.07 5.54 -2.34 7.96
Nonmagnet x Boys x Whites 85 -1.04 4.23 -0.85 5.14 -1.31 11.72 -1.01 5.40 -0.19 3.95 -0.68 5.08 -0.11 6.51
Nonmagnet x Girls x Blacks 51 0.35 3.07 0.51 4.57 2.63 7.16 0.88 4.82 1.39 3.89 0.53 4.12 0.43 5.81
Nonmagnet x Girls x Whites 125 -1.79 4.17 -1.35 5.62 -4.27 10.66 -2.20 5.12 -0.94 4.27 -1.90 5.24 -3.00 6.68
Magnet x Boys x Blacks 55 -2.58 5.02 -2.93 5.74 -0.87 13.09 -1.87 5.46 -0.55 4.32 0.38 4.80 0.29 6.23
Table 84 (Continued)
Description TSR AA IA A PE PABB PAGroup N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD He an SD
Magnet x Boys x Whites 135 -1.61 3.80 -2.14 3.95 -1.23 6.88 -1.61 4.37 -0.16 3.44 0.19 3.77 0.33 5.47
Magnet x Girls x Blacks 100 -2.28 3.63 -2.30 4.83 -.170 9.36 -1.91 4.56 -0.64 4.21 -0.68 3.91 -0.66 6.31




HOW I SEE MYSELF SCALE FACTORS
TEACHER SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP
8. Teachers don't like me.
16. I don't get along with 
teachers.
17. I don't like teachers.
21. I don't do well in school
37. I don't like school.
Teachers like me
I get along well with 
teachers.
I like teachers very much. 
I do well in school work.
I like school.
ACADEMIC ADEQUACY
21. I don't do well in school.
27. Science is difficult for me,
32. Social Studies is difficult 
for me.
33. I don't do mathematics well.
34. I'm not as smart as the 
others.
39. I don't read well.
40. I don't learn new things 
easily.
I do well in school work.
Science is easy for me.
Social Studies is easy 
for me.
I'm real good in mathe­
matics .
I'm smarter than most of 
the others.
I read very well.
I learn new things easily,
INTERPERSONAL ADEQUACY
2. I don't stay with things 
and finish them.
4. I don't like to work on 
committees, projects.
I stay with something till 
I finish.
I like to work with 
others.





















I don't play games very well. I play games very well,
The girls don't like me, 
leave me out
I don't like teachers.
I don't feel at ease, 
comfortable inside.
I don't like to try new 
things.
I have trouble controlling 
my feelings.
The girls like me a lot, 
choose me.
I like teachers very much.
I feel very at ease, 
comfortable inside.
I like to try new things.
I can handle my feelings
I don't like the way I look. I like the way I look.
I'm not much good at making 
things with my hands.
My clothes are not as I'd 
like.
I wish I were built like 
the others.
I don't read well.
I don't learn new things 
easily.
I present a poor appearance.
I do not have much confi­
dence in myself.
I'm very good at making 
things with my hands.
My clothes are nice.
I'm happy with the way I 
am.
I read very well.
I learn new things 
easily.
I present a good appear­
ance .
I am full of confidence 
in myself.
AUTONOMY
I'm not much good in 
drawing.
I'm not much good at speak­
ing before a group.
I wish I were prettier 
(good looking).
I'm not much good in music.
I don't do well in school.
I'm very good at drawing.
I'm very good at speaking 
before a group.
My face is pretty (good 
looking).
I'm very good in music.
I do well in school work.
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28. I don't like to work alone.
29. I don't know how to plan.
30. I'm not much good at making 
things with my hands.
I like to work alone.
I use my time well.
I'm very good at making 
things with my hands.
PERSONAL EMOTIONS
1. I get mad easily and ex­
plode .
6. I worry a lot.
18. I don't feel at ease, com­
fortable inside.
20. I have trouble controlling 
my feelings.
Nothing gets me too mad.
I don't worry much.
I feel very at ease, com­
fortable inside.
I can handle my feelings.
42. I do not have much confidence I am full of confidence 
in myself. in myself.
PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
7. I wish I could do something 
with my hair.
11. I wish I were heavier, 
lighter.
14. I wish I were prettier 
(good looking).
23. I don't like the way I look.
31. I wish I could do something 
about my skin.
36. My clothes are not as I'd 
like.
38. I wish I were built like 
the others.
41. I present a poor appearance.
My hair is nice looking.
I'm just the right weight.
My face is pretty (good 
looking).
I like the way I look.
My skin is nice looking.
My clothes are nice.
I'm happy with the way 
I am.
I present a good appear­
ance .
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PHYSICAL ADEQUACY AND BODY BUILD
5. I wish I were smaller 
(taller).
9. I haven't much energy.
10. I don't play games very well.
23, I don't like the way I look.
25. I get sick a lot.
I'm just the right height
I've lots of energy.
I play games very well.
I like the way I look.
I'm very healthy.
38. I wish I were built like 
the others.
I'm happy with the way 
I am.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF 
HOW I SEE MYSELF SCALE*
I would like to explain this scale to you and tell 
you why you are being asked to answer these questions. This 
is a part of a study. We are trying to get information that 
we hope will eventually help to improve the kind of school 
and education for you and other pupils.
Let me emphasize that this is not a test to see how 
much you know or do not know about something. These ques­
tions are all about you. They are to learn how you see 
yourself most of the time. There are no right or wrong 
answers. We are only interested in what you think about 
yourself.
I am going to ask you to think about yourself for a 
little while before you write anything. I want you to 
think of how you are mo'st of the time. . .not how you think 
you ought to be--not how the teacher thinks you ought to be 
...not how you want to be or your parents or friends want 
you to be. No--this is to be how you yourself feel you are 
most of the time.
Let me first promise you that these papers will not 
be seen my anyone other than the people making this study. 
Your teacher will not see them nor your parents or friends. 
No one will know your answers but you and the ones who are 
doing this study.
Now--let's look at the papers.
Look at No. 1. On one side it has "Nothing gets me 
mad" and on the other side "I get mad easily and explode."
If you feel that nothing gets you too mad most of the time, 
you would circle the 1. If you feel that most of the time 
you get mad easily and explode, you would circle the 5.
If you feel you are somewhere in between, you would circle 
the 2 , 3 or 4.
Look at No. 2. It is different. On one side it 
has "I don't stay with something till I finish." If you 
feel that most of the time you don't stay with things and 
finish them, you would circle a 1. If you feel that most 
of the time you stay with things and finish, you would 
circle a 5. If you feel you fit somewhere in between, you 
would circle the 2, 3, or 4. It is important to see that
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some of these mean one thing on the left side, some of them 
mean another. So it is very important to think about each 
statement as I read it. I will answer any questions you 
need answered, so feel free to ask them.
Remember, we want to know how you yourself feel.
We want you to be honest with us in your answer. Remember, 
it is how you feel most of the time.
*Ira J. Gordon, A Test Manual for the How I See 
Myself Scale (Gainesville, Florida: Florida Educational
Research and Development Council, 1968), pp. 7-8.
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1. Noth ing g e t i mo too mad. ©©©®®
2. I don’t  * to y  w ith  th in g t and 0 © © © ©  
f  in i ah thom.
3. I'm  vary good at drawing. © © © © ©
4. I do n 't l ik *  to work on commit- © © © © ©  
to o l,  p ro jec ts .
5. I w ith  I war# im e llo r (to ile r) . 0 © ® 0 ©
6. I worry e lo t. ©©©©©
7 . I w ith  I cou ld  do tome th ing  w ith  © © © © ©  
my ho ir.
8 . Teoche rt like  me. © © © © ©
9. I'v e  lo t !  o f energy. © © © © ©
10. I do n 't p loy gomet very w e ll. © © © © ©
11. I ’m ju t t  the rig h t w eigh t. © © © © ©
12. The g i r l t  don’ t  lik e  me, leave © © © © ©  
me out.
13. I'm  vary good at tpeoking before © © © © ©  
a group.
14. My face  i t  p re tty  (good looking). 0 © © ® ©
15. I'm  very good in n tu iic . © © © © ©
16. I gel along w e ll w ith  teoche rt. 0 © © © ©  
17 t Jtn’* tit* *en:heri. ® © © ® ©
18. I do n 't fee l o t e a te , com fortable ® © ® ® ®  
in tid e .
19. I d o n 't lik e  to  try  new th in g t. © © © © ©
20. I hove trouble con tro lling  my 0 © © © ©  
fe e lin g t.
21. I do w e ll in  echool work. 0 © © © ©
22. I wont the b o y tto  lik e  me. 0 © © © ©
23. I don’ t  lik e  the way I look. © 0 ® © ©
24. I do n 't wont the g i r l t  to  lik e  * > e . Q ® ® ® ®
25. I'm  very heo lthy. © © © © ©
I get mod e a t i ly  and e rv lode.
I Stay w ith tomething t i l l  I f in ith .
I'm  not much good in draw ing.
I like  to work with othert.
I'm  fc it t  the r igh t he ight.
I don't worry much.
My h o ir I t  n ice -look ing .
T eoche rt d o n 't like  me.
I haven’ t much energy.
p loy  garnet very w e ll.
w ith  I were heavier, lig h te r.
The g i r l t  lik e  me o lo t, chooto  me.
m not much good at tpeok ing  be- 
ore a group.
w ith  I were p re ttie r (good looking).
m not much good in m u tic . 
do n 't get along w ith  teoche rt. 
l ik e  teochert very much, 
fee l very a t ea te , com fortable in t id e
lik e  to  try  new th in g t. 
can handla my fe e lin g t. 
don’t  do w e ll in  te h oo l. 
don’ t  want the b o y t to  lik e  me. 
l ik e  the way I look, 
want the g i r l t  to  l ik e  me.
get t ic k  o lo t.
© © © © ® © © © © @ C/1
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36. 1 d o n 't done* w e ll.
© ® ® ® ®
I ’m a vary good dancer.
27. Seionco i t  d i f f ic u lt  fo r mo. O®©©® Science is  easy fo r me.
28. 1 l ik e  to  work olono.
© ® ®  © ®
1 d o n 't lik e  to  work alone.
29. I uoo my tim o w o ll.
© ® ® © ® 1 d o n 't know how to plan.
30. I ’m not much good a t making 
th ings w ith  my hends. © ® ® © ®
I'm  very good at making things 
w ith  my hands.
31. 1 w ith  1 cou ld  do something 
obout my sk in . © © © © ©
My sk in  is  n ice-looking .
32. S ocia l Studies is  d if f ic u lt  
for me.
© @ ® © © Sociol Studies is  easy for me.
33. 1 do n 't do m athem atics w o ll. © © © © © I'm  rea l good in mathem atics.
34. I'm  not as smart as the others. © © © © © I'm  smarter than most o f the o thers.
35. The boys lik e  me o lo t, choose 
me. 0 © © © ©
The boys don’ t  lik e  me, leave 
me out.
36. My c lo thes are not os I'd  lik e . O ®®®0 My clo thes are nice.
37. 1 lik e  school. O©®©® 1 don 't lik e  school.
38. 1 w ish  1 were b u ilt  lik e  the 
others.
© © © © © I'm happy w ith  the way 1 am.
39. 1 don 't read w e ll. © © © © © 1 read very w e ll.
40. 1 d o n 't leorn new th in gs  e o s ily © © © © © 1 learn new th ings e a s ily .
41. 1 present o good appearance. © © ©  © © 1 present a poor appearance.
42. 1 do not have much confidence 
in  m yse lf.
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CLYDE H. LINDSEY. 8u*CftiKTCNDCNT 
P. O  0O K H I D
Sitim J&uUama fOKtJ
P H  I S O . I  B ? 6 '2 7 S O
April 11, 1979
Mrs. Lola F. Soileau
985 Castle Kirk Drive
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808
Dear Mrs. Soileau:
I have reviewed your proposal to study the impact of the Magnet 
Middle School on the attitudes and achievement of the students enrolled 
there and find that it fits quite nicely into our plans for evaluating 
the program. I have discussed this with Instruction and have received 
their approval. Please let us know of any assistance you need. Ke 









Lorin V. Smiley, Assistant Superintendent 
Management and Planning
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IOTISIANA. STATE UHIVEKSECT 
Raton Rouge Csaptis
From: Committee oa Eunana end Animals as Research Subjects.
To: Vice Chancellor for Advanced Studies and Research
David Boyd Ball
Re: Proposal of Lola F. Soileau . Department of Education
Principal Investigator
Entitled An Investigation of Acadeale Achievement and Selected Self Concept 
Factors of Magnet ana wonmagnet Middle School st.nri«nt«
Tala la Co certify that a quorua of the Coanlttee on Humans and Anisals as 
Research Subjects reviewed the above proposal. The Comnittee evaluated the pro­
cedures of Che proposal with appropriate guidelines established for activities 
supported by federal funds Involving as subjects humans and/or anIraIs.
Rscesendatlon of Cossaittee Approved
Consents:
A review of this proposal by the Committee will be accomplished at least on 
an annual basis and at more frequent Intervals depending on the elesent of risk.
Pate 7/2/79
$Humana and Animals as Research 
Subjects
VITA
Lola Fonville Soileau was born in Abilene, Texas on 
October 3, 1927. She attended public schools in that city 
where she graduated from Abilene High School in 1944. 
Following the receipt of her B.A. degree in Biology and 
Chemistry from Hardin Simmons University in 1948, she 
entered New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary in New 
Orleans, Louisiana to pursue an education degree. She com­
pleted work on her M.Ed. in 1951. She taught in the School 
of Education at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary 
from 1951 to 1957. In 1969 she began teaching in public 
secondary schools in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. She became 
Assistant Principal for Instruction in a senior high school 
in that district in 1980 where she has remained: to date.
She has also studied at the University of New Orleans and 
Loyola University.
She is an active member of the Louisiana Academy 
of Science, Louisiana Science Teachers Association, National 
Science Teachers Association, American Women in Science, 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, and 
Phi Delta Kappa.
She is married to Robert R. Soileau. They have two 
sons, Ted Alan and Robert James.
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